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Countdown!

The editor Luke Edwardes-Evans

Tour fever starts roughly the same time

every year. Just after the Tour of Italy is

when the big names of the Grand Tours

have either shown their condition at the 

Giro or are emerging from training

camps and testing the legs in June.

The Giro was a fascinating and

exciting race, with enough changes at the

top to keep us guessing as to who might

step up another level to surprise us in July.

If I had to choose one highlight it

would be the return at last to the top level 

of stage racing of Dutch riders Steven

Kruijswijk and Tom Dumoulin. The latter 

was already up there after last year’s

Vuelta and there’s surely more to come

from this all-rounder with the same style 

and physique as Spanish Tour legend 

Miguel Indurain.

This June we will see how Chris

Froome, Nairo Quintana and Alberto

Contador are shaping up for the 103rd

Tour de France. Going for the elusive third

Tour win, Froome has shown flashes of 

brilliance this year and he has the

experience and confidence to ensure he

lines up on July 2 in near perfect shape.

Let’s hope so, as a historic third Tour 

victory is some-

thing that even 

the most

partisan cycling

fans should not 

begrudge.

NEXT ISSUE ON SALE: 29/6/2016
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The Giro d’Italia 
crosses the spectacular 
Passo Gardena in the 
Dolomites on stage 14
Photo: Yuzuru Sunada

Shot...
The





German sprint king 
Marcel Kittel looked 
unbeatable on stage 
two of the Giro
Photo: Yuzuru Sunada

Shot...
The





The break rides along 
under sunny skies in 
the Amgen Tour of 
California
Photo: Graham Watson

Shot...
The





Kirsten Wild (Ned)
won the women’s Tour 
de Yorkshire ahead of 
GB’s Lucy Garner (left)
Photo: Andy Jones

Shot...
The
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Screw you!
It was heartening to see

Italian pros stepping up 

to Italian TV chain Mediaset’s

annual ‘cyclists are dopers’

pre-Giro feature. “You can follow

me 24 hours a day, every day, if 

you want” said Movistar’s

Giovanni Visconti. Lampre’s Sacha

Modolo offered similar access, as

did Manuel Quinziato of BMC.

Cycling has changed, they insisted.

Disc brakes 
(Part 3)
‘Disc brakes on

road bikes for World Tour 

pros.’ Is there anyone,

anywhere, outside of a major 

bike and component

manufacturers, who can’t

see what’s wrong with that

sentence? Clue: the riders 

don’t want them.

Did you see the Giro?
The Giro needs more viewers but its global reach isn’t what it should be or

could be. It seems that the organisers sold the TV rights to IMG who asked

big money to potential buyers in different territories. There weren’t many takers.

WordsKenny Pryde Photos Graham Watson, Yuzuru Sunada
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IAM. IWAS 
cycling
Confirmation of 

the rumour that Swiss

World Tour team IAM was

pulling out of the sport

effectively extinguished

the rumour of a BMC-IAM

merger. “They’ve been

saying that since the first

season,” sighed BMC sport

director Max Sciandri,

before the news broke, “it’s

nonsense.” Not so much a

merger as a takeover then?

3

Kruijswijk’s
Lotto win
Steven Kruijswijk

had a stellar Giro and was in

the happy position of being at

the end of his contract with

Lotto JumboNL. The timing

could not have been any better.

From a pro rider point of view,

it was a bit like winning the 

Lotto.

5
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Nibali touring at the Tour?
Vincenzo Nibali is planning to go to

the Tour to ride shotgun for Fabio

Aru. “Going to the Tour with no pressure and no

GC expectation will be hard for him, but it’s the 

best preparation for the Rio Games,” said

Nibali’s coach Paolo Slongo. Unless, of course, 

Fabio Aru gets stage fight in his first Tour.

9

Not so special
Mooching around the team buses before the Giro’s moun-

tain time trial, tech fiends would have been disappointed.

“The guys are riding the same bikes they finished on yesterday in the 

mountain stage at Corvara,” said Team Sky mechanic Rajen 

Murugayan, “we just took off the second bottle cage.”

7

Elite sport is not the civil 
service
Try to forget ex-British Cycling coach Shane 

Sutton’s attitudes. Ask instead whether world class

cycling (or sport) can function without high-pressure,

emotionally-charged relationships between coaches 

and athletes. Maybe that febrile atmosphere is 

required to produce medals?

6

Saint Marco of Cesenatico
Pantani posters and supporters are everywhere in the

Giro. Some still think there was a cover-up around his

death, which would explain the ‘Justice for Pantani! Yesterday,

today, tomorrow’ roadside placard. In any case, can beatification 

be far behind? If the next Pope is Italian, it’s a done deal.

8

1
Henao keeping the faith
While his young brother Sebastian was tilting for the

best young rider jersey at the Giro, Sergio Henao was

training hard in the hope that the UCI would accept the explanation 

for his blood values.

If he gets the all-clear, expect a big second half of the season for 

Sky’s Colombian.
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T
here’s a fair chance that as you read this, you can’t even

remember who finished fourth overall in the 2016 Giro, far 

less who won the king of the mountains. The Giro is

indeed, a beautiful race, a monument of the sport and beyond

any doubt, a fantastic addition to any rider’s palmares. But it’s 

not the Tour is it?

The best riders with their strongest teams in the peak of their 

condition start the Tour and whoever wins the race will

generate publicity that the maglia rosa of the Giro can only 

dream about. The Tour is it, for better, for worse.

Which is why Chris Froome, Nairo Quintana, Alberto

Contador, Fabio Aru and Thibaut Pinot will turn up in Norman-

dy on July 2 well aware that their respective seasons will hinge 

on the following 21 stages.

Everything that those riders has done in the 2016 season up

to that point has been leading to these three weeks. It’s not a

state of affairs anyone who loves cycling can be thrilled about,

throwing so many other great races and results deep into the 

shadows, but we have to be honest.

In the end, it all comes down to three 

weeks in July.

Contador danger!

In early January, Chris Froome was

already talking about the Tour, his

likely rivals and the tactical shift

that a BMC twin-attack from Tejay

Van Garderen and Richie Porte

might bring. Froome and Sky

already have experienced this scenario though, with Alejandro

Valverde and Quintana at Movistar and, in all honesty, he didn’t 

look like he was quaking in his baby blue Sidis.

Even back in January, another name seemed to occupy his

thoughts rather more — Alberto Contador. The Spaniard has,

like Froome, won the Tour twice (or, if you are reading in Spain, 

three times) and will head a redoubtable Tinkoff team, well 

capable of helping him win.

The signs in the run up to the Criterium du Dauphine were 

good, from the Spaniard’s point of view.

Contador has raced less than in 2015 but when he has shown

up and signed-on, he has been impressive, never finishing off

the podium. He was only four seconds from the win at Paris-

Nice, then followed that with a stunning last-day victory in the

Vuelta Pais Vasco before he took up residency on Mount Teide. 

Up until the Dauphine, Contador had ticked all the boxes.

We can be sure that Contador and the Tinkoff squad will be

well-prepared and highly motivated. With Contador announc-

ing his (possible) retirement and the team looking for a new 

sponsor, there’s a lot riding on a strong showing from ‘El

Pistolero’ and his team. Contador’s posts on social media have

essentially been a series of snapshots of him riding his bike up

the side of a volcano hashtagged ‘hardwork’ or variations on 

that theme.

Sky machine

Back on Mallorca in January however, Team Sky was already well

into its marginal gains thing. Or rather, it was aggregating every

little piece of knowledge and potentially useful information it 

could on the 2016 Tour route.

From likely wind direction, temperature, number of meters

climbed per stage, historical data on what happened the last time

a race passed and more besides, Sky staff were crunching data

and assigning numbers ratings to every stage. They were trying to

measure how significant each day would be in determining the

outcome of the race and at what point it would be best to take the 

yellow jersey.  

At the same time, Tim Kerrison

and the other coaches, working with 

Simon Jones, were concocting

climbing intervals and warm-up

strategies for specific stages. The

Vielha Val d’Aran stage nine, that

basically starts up a mountain? Yeah,

that one. That’s not going to surprise 

anybody at Team Sky.

Sky would head into the second 

Grand Tour of the year having

watched a strong-looking performance from Mikel Landa fly off

the rails with a bout of gastric flu, but the Basque looked likely to

start the Tour and if Sergio Henao gets the all-clear from the UCI, 

then Sky could field its strongest-ever team.

“Landa has developed into possibly the second strongest

climber on the team,” said Sir Dave Brailsford at the Giro, “it was a 

real shame he had to drop out, because I think he would have

been a serious contender and he has made a big step forward in 

time trialling.

So if he found himself up the road, in a break, that would

worry the other teams, for sure, because I think they see him as a 

threat now.”

Given the balance of the Tour route — and the increased

number of time trial kilometers — its hard to see past Chris 

Froome as a hot favourite.

Fabio Aru will get a real fright on his Tour debut, neither Nibali

not Alejandro Valverde can be considered threats, Quintana will

be at a disadvantage in the flatter, longer time trial and well, who 

knows? It’s the Tour and anything could happen. 

Ambush risk for Chris

The BIG Story Kenny Pryde, editor-at-large
In the end, it all comes down to three weeks in July. That’s when the biggest names in pro cycling come together 

to contest the 103rd Tour de France, and what an exciting prospect it’s shaping up to be this year

“Quintana will be
at a disadvantage

in the flatter, longer 
time trial”

Kenny Pryde
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Normandy start, plus visits to

Spain, Andorra and Switzerland 

21 stages
1 Mont-Saint-Michel › Sainte-Marie-du-

Mont 188km

2 Saint-Lô › Cherbourg-en-Cotentin 182km

3 Granville › Angers 222km

4 Saumur › Limoges 232km

5 Limoges › Le Lioran 216km

6 Arpajon-sur-Cère › Montauban 187km

7 L’Isle-Jourdain › Lac de Payolle 162km

8 Pau › Bagnères-de-Luchon 183km

9 Vielha Val d’Aran › Andorra Arcalis 184km

10 Escaldes › Engordany-Revel 198km

11 Carcassonne › Montpellier 164km

12 Montpellier › Mont Ventoux 185km

13 Bourg-Saint-Andéol › La Caverne du 

Pont-d’Arc 37km TT

14 Montélimar › Villars-les-Dombes Parc

des Oiseaux 208km

15 Bourg-en-Bresse › Culoz 159km

16 Moirans-en-Montagne › Berne 206km

17 Berne › Finhaut-Emosson 184km

18 Sallanches › Megève 17km TT

19 Albertville › Saint-Gervais Mont 

Blanc 146km

20 Megève › Morzine-Avoriaz 146km

21 Chantilly › Paris Champs-Elysées 

113km 

103rd

Tour de
France
July 2 – 24 

2016
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Hermans coming back to form 

in the 2016 Fleche Wallonne

Just one of many racers at BMC who look to thrive in classics and 
one-week races, Belgian pro Ben Hermans wants to return to his 
2015 form and bask in the hottest possible weather

Words Chris Marshall-Bell Photo Yuzuru Sunada

Ben Hermans

Five minutes with...

Three wins last year, did you feel like 
you had stepped up a level?
For sure, last season was my best yet. It’s not easy 

to win a race and I won three in quite a short 

period of time so it was great.

What was the story behind those 
successes?
Everything came together. I had a good winter, 

good preparation, and a good race programme. 

I did Paris-Nice and Tour of Catalonia without 

illness and I came out strong. I got good weather 

in the classics in Brabantse Pijl and that was my 

fi rst win. I had the shape and the confi dence to 

carry on.

Which victory was the most 
important?
Brabantse Pijl was the most special. Norway was 

also special because I really pushed hard for 10 

minutes and it ended up being one of my best ever 

power fi gures for that time. I even won in the rain 

in Yorkshire and the rain isn’t my speciality.

You don’t like cold and rain?
No. I don’t know why but in the cold and wet, I 

can try as hard as I can but I perform a lot better 

in hot weather. Forty degrees, even 45 degrees, I 

don’t care how hot, I perform better. In Yorkshire 

it was eight degrees and raining in the fi nal 

kilometres and I still won so sometimes I can 

handle it.

You performed admirably this spring 
but it wasn’t as successful as last year, why 
is that? 
I crashed at the GP Plouay in August and hurt my 

back. All winter I had back pain and during 

training and the team camps I still had a lot of 

pain. It has not been easy to come back, especially 

not to the same level that I was at. Since [the Tour 
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“40 degrees, even 45 degrees,
I don’t care how hot, I perform better”

Ben Hermans on hot weather

of] Catalonia, I’ve had my fi rst race without back 

pain. I still suffer a little but it’s getting better. I just 

need good form and good weather now.

So returning to form is this season’s goal?
I want to win a race but fi rst I need to be back to my 

old self. It doesn’t matter which race I win. We 

always do nice races so in every one I want to be 

there in the fi nal and do a good result. I can feel now 

that it is not easy to win a race. When I was winning 

last year, I didn’t realise that it was quite special to 

win a race.

What’s your speciality, do you think?
I’m more suited for one-day races. One-week races 

of a lower UCI rating are doable for me, such as 

Austria or the Arctic Tour and these are races I like 

doing. I haven’t done a good result in Liège-

Bastogne-Liège until now but I think this is the race 

that suits me best. My best position was 22nd in 2011.

I hope to get lucky in the future.

Talking about the classics, what was the
team’s mood like after Greg Van Avermaet
crashed in Flanders?
The morale was down. You could feel we were not

happy with the result at Flanders and then we knew

Philippe [Gilbert] was not in the best position for the

Ardennes classics with a broken finger.

We were happy that someone performed at Flèche

Wallone (Samuel Sánchez, sixth) and Liège

(Sánchez, fourth). The classics were not as painful as

last year, but we try to do better in the one-week

races.

We’ve heard you’re a good cook?
I like cooking healthy food and this is one of the key

areas cyclists have to keep paying attention to.

I make good food.

Your best dish?
I don’t have a favourite, really. I always make 

something else. I cook a lot of different things.

Highlights
Ben Hermans (Bel) 30

Team: BMC

Pro since: 2008

2016: Fifth at Vuelta a Murcia

2015: Winner of Brabantse Pijl; 

Tour de Yorkshire stage three; 

Arctic Race of Norway stage 

three; second overall at Tour of 

Austria; third overall at Tour de 

Poland; sixth overall at Tour de 

Yorkshire

2013: Fifth overall at Tour Down 

Under

2011: third overall at Tour de 

Wallonie; eighth Amstel Gold

2010: Ninth overall at Critérium 

International and Tour of 

Austria; Stage fi ve winner and 

sixth overall at Tour of Belgium

2006: 4th U23 Liège-Bastogne-

Liège

2004: Junior Belgian TT 

champion
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Aero road missile for the 
northern roads of spring

Trek 

Madone

9 Series

Kiel Reijnen is one of Trek-
Segafredo’s pro riders from the 
USA and the all-rounder from 
Washington state favoured the 
mega-aero  Madone 9 Series

THE RIDER: 
Kiel Reijnen (USA)

Age: 30
Height: 1.75m
Weight: 63kg

SPECIFICATION
Frameset 700 Series OCLV Carbon 

Gears Shimano Dura-Ace 9070 Di2

Brakes Trek centre-pull

Chainset Shimano Diura-Ace

Wheels Bontrager Aeolus 3

Handlebar/stem Madone XXX 

integrated

Saddle Bontrager Paradigm

ook closely at Kiel Reijnen’s team issue 

Madone Series 9. Can you spot a single 

cable or wire causing unnecessary drag on 

this already legendary aero road machine?

Or how about that one-piece stem and bar 

combination that appears to grow organically up 

through the snub-nosed head tube?  And the 

custom designed centr-pull brakes which look like 

the have been fi xed to recesses in the fork crown 

and rear stays and then planed down even further 

to ensure the smoothest, most snug fi t possible.

All new for this year the Madone 9 is the Ford 

Focus RS of the bike world — an affordable  

superbike with an enviable history. And like the 

latest RS the Series is a radically relaunched game 

changer which pretty much overnight has 

re-written the rules for high performance aero 

road bikes.

Trek claims the 9 saves the rider 19 watts per 

hour, or the equivalent of two minutes riding effort. 

The frame weighs less than a kilogramme and also 

includes the US fi rm’s innovative IsoSpeed 

decoupler located at the seat tube cluster acting 

upon a round carbon seat tube inside an aero mast. 

Speed and comfort — the 9 is a serious tool for a pro 

riding the hilly Spring classics with full-on racing 

on a variety of road surfaces.

Reijnen’s team issue rig is pleasingly uncluttered 

by computers and he even runs a standard 

non-SRM Shimano Dura-Ace chainset. Bontrager 

supplies the shallow dish carbon wheels with lovely 

Velofl ex tubs soaking up the concrete sections.

L

Centre-pull front brake
sits flush to fork crown



“The Madone is the Ford Focus 
RS of the bike world”

Superbike for the masses

Chain catcher prevents
unshipping and damage

Errant cable spotted
but it’s out of the airflow
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COLUMN | Graham Watson

S
eeing how well Marcel Kittel and Andre Greipel 

are sprinting in this Giro, I’d hate to be the

German team manager for the Qatar world

championships this October. In recent years there’s

barely been a problem when choosing riders for

courses. The top Germans are all sprinters and the 

courses have mainly been of a hilly nature.

Not so in pan-flat Doha. Andre Greipel, with his

mix of craft, speed, experience and downright power,

has based his entire season on the World’s and could

normally expect to be leader. But now Marcel Kittel

has bounced back to the form of his life to compound 

the choice as to who exactly will be Germany’s 

protected man in Doha. 

To see Kittel win with such euphoria after a

miserable 2015, has made a great impact on everyone 

following the Giro — and in this sprinter-friendly

edition of the race many more battles await. But come

October, Kittel, Greipel — not to mention a fully-recov-

ered John Degenkolb — will have some serious

working-out to do. The World’s in Doha are Germany’s 

to lose.

Ardennes anti-climax
The spring classics ended with little more than polite

applause, so dull was the racing in Fleche Wallonne

and Liege-Bastogne-Liege. Even though the extreme

weather may have affected the racing – Fleche was 

Graham Watson Life through a lens
A race-snapping legend with more than 30 years on the scene and over
20 books on pro cycling. Check his latest shots at grahamwatson.com

After the Giro

the season speeds up
BELOW:

Greipel’s return

to form in the

Giro makes a 

World’s

one-two with 

Kittel a

possibility
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blessed with 24C and sun, Liege was subjected to snow 

showers, freezing temperatures and a bitterly cold

wind — a solution has to be found to ignite these two 

ageing classics once again.

I think Fleche, with its pleasant amble around the

hills and lanes above the river Meuse, and then a final

sprint up the Mur de Huy, needs a complete re-vamp. It

can still climb the Mur three times (five would be more 

to my liking!) but it then needs to finish in a nearby

town like Spa, Andenne or Namur, thus relieving the 

event of its current predictability.

The Belgians have nothing against Alejandro

Valverde, but his record-breaking fourth win was one

more than Eddy Merckx managed, a sore point for

many I’m sure. Once again, ASO fiddled with its Liege

route this April, yet the steep cobbled ascent of the

‘Mur’ de la Naniot was only just enough to stop the race

ending in a bunch sprint.

It seems the harder the courses become, the longer

the race takes to begin for real, a strange habit that 

needs fixing, and quickly. 

Epic Romandie
This most recent edition of the Tour de Romandie

represented my 19th year on the race — and it was

possibly the best one I’ve seen. Somehow the organis-

ers managed to appease the sprinters, climbers and

rouleurs in the space of just five days, and in weather 

conditions that could easily have triggered the

Extreme Weather Protocol at least three times.

The technical prologue went to Jon Izaguirre, while

stage one was taken out by Marcel Kittel in a thrilling

mass-sprint. Nairo Quintana brought the race its first

sniff of royalty after an exquisite uphill battle into

Morgins. Thibaut Pinot won his first-ever World Tour

TT at Sion, and Chris Froome attacked from 40-kilo-

metres out to win at Villars-sur-Ollon.

If Froome’s performance in the rain had the

organisers dancing with delight, it was nothing

compared to the last day, when Froome attacked on

the first hill with 170-kilometres left to create the

winning escape and aid the final stage win by Swiss 

star Michael Albasini. As always, the photographers 

had a field day.

Dutch delight
Once again, the Dutch did the world of cycling proud

by hosting the Giro d’Italia start so magnificently. It

helped that the start in Gelderland coincided with the

nation’s celebration of its liberation after WW11. A long 

weekend became a little bit longer, and brought

hundreds of thousands to the roadsides to watch and

cheer as Tom Dumoulin did his bit and wore the race’s 

first Maglia Rosa for the whole weekend.

Was this better than the Tour’s start in Utrecht last

year? Yes, I think so, if only because the Dutch are all

too familiar with the Tour yet still so curious about the

Giro. And let’s not ignore the fact that the Giro start

took place at the convergence of three cities — Apel-

doorn, Arnhem and Nijmegen — whereas Utrecht only 

had itself to bring out the crowds.

I’d never spent more than a day in this part of the

Netherlands before, and was overwhelmed by the

region’s simple beauty in an area dominated by the

mighty Rhine and its many tributaries. Vast green

forests, shady lanes, stunning bridges and wind-blown 

dykes, not to mention a few spectacular windmills

— all this conspired to leave an indelible mark on any 

cycling fan lucky enough to be there.

I still think the Giro’s start in Amsterdam in 2010 

was the best-ever Dutch start — the noise of the

spectator-packed city and its love of cycling is a 

“It seems the harder the
courses become, the longer
the race takes to begin for
real, a strange habit that
needs fixing, and quickly”

The Ardennes problem

ABOVE:

Romandie put

on a show to

shame the

Ardennes

classics
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COLUMN | Graham Watson

hard act to beat. Yet nothing will ever beat the Giro’s

start in Ireland in 2014 — unless, that is, New York

becomes a Giro-starting city in the near future.

Intriguing Giro
Writing this at the start of week two of the Giro, there’s 

been a lot of talk the race has just four overall

contenders and that the presence of those four - Nibali,

Dumoulin, Valverde and Landa — means this Giro is a 

much lesser affair than in recent years.

It’s hard to completely disagree, but this is a strange 

season with the Olympics thrown in to the hectic

summer schedule that starts right after the Giro ends.

The 99th edition of the race has been the most open

for years and having ‘just’ four clear contenders made 

it a very exciting prospect.

It’s not just about who wins, but how the race went,

and fewer stars sometimes makes for a better race — 

just look at how Bob Jungels lit up the race at the

midway point. Without the benefit of hindsight, I’m

guessing that the Giro’s four big stars are going to have 

fresh young competition from the likes of Ilnur

Zakarin and Esteban Chaves, and even from older

talents like Pozzovivo, Uran, and the not-so-young 

Rafal Majka and Steven Kruijswijk.

But what if Nibali finds himself in an ‘off’ year, with 

thoughts of a new team distracting 

his motivation? Landa looked

shaken after stages six and eight, 

the first real climbing stages,

whereas Valverde was as solid as

ever. I wouldn’t bet against the

Spaniard grabbing the overall 

victory if Nibali weakens.

Tail end Charlie
One of the defining moments of

this Giro, so far, came near the end 

of stage six, the race’s first real

mountainous day. A 157-kilometre

stage shouldn’t really trouble the 

non-climbers, yet it did.

A 20-kilometre climb to

1,400-metres, a freezing shower of

rain, and a massive tailwind in the

valley delivered almost the entire 

peloton to the foot of the Are-

mogna climb. Then the group

exploded, literally, spitting well

over one-hundred cyclists out of 

the business end of the race.

It’s a rare delight when, starting from the back, you

weave your moto amongst, around and then away

from the suffering masses and make your way to the

head of the race. I work too, in such circumstances,

snapping off images of my clients’ teams, as well as

dropped sprinters, grumbling domestiques, panting 

over-30’s, and a few struggling climbers.

Then it’s to the front we go, in time to see the first

real attacks of the Giro and to try and decipher which 

moves will lead to which result.

BELOW: Giro

favourites led by

Valverde (right), 

Chaves and

Nibali with

Kruijswijk,

Zakarin and

Majka behind

Giro’s farcical TT
When the extreme weather

protocol is better defined and

applied, there should  be another

element added.

The stage nine Giro TT was a

complete farce thanks to the

rain that fell for the last two

hours. Hats off to Primoz Roglic

for his win, and to the next five

finishers, all of them fast, big

men who deserved their hour of

glory. But for the GC riders, the

ones that fight it out on each and

every stage of a Giro, be it flat,

fast, mountainous or just rolling, 

the outcome was a major 

disappointment.

This stage should have been

declared null and void as far as

the GC goes. Better to award the 

stage result as it was, but to

relieve the overall contenders of

any loss or gain and to keep the 

GC from stage eight.

Some riders fell, some got

scared, Bob Jungels and Andrey

Amador took risks but still didn’t

win. And some just threw away

their chances of winning the

Giro altogether — it was that bad.

Extreme result
“Some threw away

their chances of
winning the Giro”

Rain-hit Giro TT
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RaceReady
Pro quality kit that you can't live without

Boardman
Road Pro SLR

Win your first race on this
Boardman’s 2016 road bikes have

nailed their colourways and specs

and it’s hard to fault the sublime

platinum finish and SRAM Force

groupset with Mavic Ksyrium

Equipe wheels on the pro SLR.

Weight, thanks to the high spec

SLR C8 carbon frame, is an

impressive 7kg. This really is a

do-it-all road bike suitable for fast

sportives, training and racing.

£1,799

www.halfords.com
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RACE READY | Pro quality kit

Vermarc Colora 
PRR jersey
Stylish lightweight summer top
Genuine Belgian top from the pioneering clothing 

company founded in 1977 by ex-pro Frans Verbeeck. The 

Colora features lightweight, breathable fabric with 

fl at-locked seams and silicone hems. Full zip closure and 

also available in black, white and long sleeve versions.

£84.99

www.vermarc.co.uk

Aero German lid
High impact shell with 23 

vents and aero shape 

ticks all the boxes. 

Innovative strap and 

inner-shell adjustment 

will swing it for many 

and the looks won’t 

offend either.

£139.99

www.uvex-sports.com

Uvex Race 5 
Helmet
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Laces and vented leatherette do it for us
The pros have shown that shoes with laces 

perform just as well as ratchets and Velcro and 

these Bontragers are suitably ‘performant’. 

The sole is a carbon/fi breglass mix and the 

upper is made from lightweight Clarino 

microfi ber. Also available in black  for the 

ultimate in retro-tech.

£199.99

www.trekbikes.com

Bontrager 
Classique shoes

To Hell on a Bike 
by Iain MacGregor
History of Paris-Roubaix
Absorbing story of the lengendary 

spring classic, you know, the one with 

the horrible cobbles, the crashes and 

lethal level crossings. A must for fans 

of all things Paris-Roubaix.

£16.99

www.penguin.co.uk

Selle Italia SLR X-Cross Flow saddle 
Never too late for a cross ride
It may be summer but many of us 

like to ride cross bikes through the 

year and the X-Cross, with its tough 

upper and shell with titanium rails, 

is a cool upgrade to get you back on 

the trails.

 £114.99

www.selleitalia.com
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Sir Dave Brailsford is the man who put one of the most ambitious teams ever on 
the road in 2010. He was a key player in the formation of Team Sky and, so far, 

three historic Tour wins. Cycle Sport spoke exclusively to Sir Dave

Words Kenny Pryde Photos Graham Watson, Yuzuru Sunada

How to win the 

Tour three times

Tour de France 2013, Chris Froome celebrates his fi rst Tour win 

with with Dave Brailsford (centre) and Nicolas Portal
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 W
hen it comes to building a Tour-

winning team, Sir Dave Brailsford 

knows more than a thing or two. 

“You can tell them what you want, 

you can encourage people, you can 

use carrots or you can hit ‘em with a stick. 

“Hitting them with a stick will work, but it won’t be 

a pleasant environment and the results you’ll get will 

be very erratic and it will be diffi cult to plan.”

There you have it. The secret of how to assemble a 

winning Tour de France team. It’s carrots people, 

carrots that the riders grow for themselves.

Clearly there is more to winning at Team Sky than a 

supply of root vegetables rich in beta-carotene and 

Brailsford’s focus on motivational carrots has been 

tempered over the years. 

“I used to think, much earlier in my career, that 

talent times commitment equals success. But I’d say 

that’s changed. Commitment is clearly still a massive 

part of success, but you could probably substitute that 

word with hunger, desire, purpose or drive — that’s 

what you need to get the best out of your talent,” adds 

Brailsford.

Talent and commitment are not enough. What is 

required is a structure that can tap into the individual’s 

motivation as well as a structure built around them to 

help them achieve their goals. 

“You have a rider who says ‘OK, I’ve got a talent and 

I want to win something big’ and that’s where we, as a 

team, come in and say, right, ‘This is where you want 

to get to, this is where you are now, and together we 

need to fi gure out the bits that go in between those two 

points.”

So far, so straightforward? Stating the bleeding 

obvious, all riders are different and all of them are 

motivated by different things. Sometimes a rider will 

need a bit more stick than carrot to get him to work.

 In the end though, Brailsford is convinced that a 

rider ‘owning’ the process and taking responsibility 

and accountability for their own goals as a pro cyclist, 

is a major factor. 

“These are professional relationships that we have 

at the team, these aren’t personal. And there are times 

when people don’t understand that or get confused 

between a personal and professional environment. 

“A family is based on personal relations. Our team 

— and every professional team — is bound by a 

professional code of conduct. However, in order to get 

someone fi red up, you need to get them hungry, you 

need to make them want to achieve what they’ve told 

you they want to achieve. 

“And therein lies the trick. You need to get people to 

train with a purpose. It’s not just about going out in the 

winter, it’s about getting on your bike and training 

knowing why you are doing something. 

“You need the rider to be riding along thinking, ‘I’m 

doing this because in three months’ time, I’m going to 

be doing X, Y or Z. It’s by doing that that the guys 
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who are hungry, who have the desire and are really

engaged in what they are doing, well, you just set them 

off and all you have to do is guide them”

Tough love
Brailsford managed to re-align Team Sky’s focus and

philosophy from being totally behind Bradley Wiggins, 

to engineering a coup d’état which saw Wiggins

sidelined and Froome installed as the team’s Tour 

leader in 2013.

From being totally behind Wiggins’s 2012 winning 

effort, Brailsford had to regroup the team behind 

Froome, a very different character.

“You know, I spend most of my time thinking about

people and managing them. The architecture of the

team changes all the time and it’s like having kids, you 

know?

“You have to have one style of parenting for one kid

and then, all of a sudden, if you do the same thing with

the next one it’s a bloody nightmare. But the first one

was OK. And there’s nobody out there who can tell you 

how to do it right.

“Of course there are people out there who can give

you advice, but you can’t phone up a guru to tell you

what to do, those people don’t exist. In the end, they’ve

got their own characters and you’ve got to be on the

ball, watching all the time, being aware of the dynamic

within the group and if you switch off at any point in 

time, then you can lose the group.

“It’s that football analogy, ‘losing the dressing room’ 

and it only takes one. And if a bunch of guys are upset,

sooner or later one guy will turn round and kick back

and when one kicks out, then everyone else will kick 

back too. And then you are in real trouble.

“We got pretty close to that. But you learn from it,

you need to be firm with people, you can’t pander to

them, but if you are firm and straight with them, it 

usually works out.”

Brailsford’s quest to create the ultimate Tour-win-

ning team leads him wherever his mind and curiosity 

takes him. Thus, for example, at the close of the

season, he might ask his sport directors to draw up a

list of their dream team for the Tour, regardless of 

whether they are in the squad or not.

“I tell them to write down the optimal Tour de

France structure. How many climbers would you

have? What would their qualities be? What about the

rest of the team? What sort of balance do we need?

Out of the current peloton, who are the best riders in

those positions? Who fits those roles perfectly? And

you aren’t just going to have nine leaders, are you? 

“Exercises like that help to give everyone a 

“I tell them to write down 
their optimal Tour de 

France structure”
Brailsford’s DS’s end of season quiz

ABOVE:

Brailsford is a

hands-on

manager and a

regular sight on

the pro scene

RIGHT: The

pleasure and

relief are

obvious as

Brailsford

embraces

Froome in Paris

after his second

Tour win last 

year
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“These are professional relationships that
we have at the team, these aren’t personal”

Sir Dave Brailsford
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clear focus and a sense of purpose 

and you all go into a winter’s

training with real meaning.”

Big losers
Talking to Brailsford, it’s clear that

he does think an awful lot about his 

team, the riders, the staff, the

equipment — everything, in fact,

that goes to make up a winning

team. He has even managed to see

setbacks as essential steps on the 

way to further successes.

“Sometimes when you have a lot

of success it will impact on you. It’s

hard to maintain it and when you

lose well, that can help. The journey

to great victories has big, big losses 

somewhere along the way.

“I’ve said that in the past, when 

we’ve been really hurting and

struggling, I’ve said ‘Look lads, we

need this, because it will spur us on along the way.’ But

you have to take stock and ask, ‘Where are we now,

why did this happen, what’s going on, how can we 

build on this?’

Aside from this current interview, when you recall

every other chat that you’ve had with Brailsford, it’s

hard to believe that any other manager in his position 

has thought so long or hard about this stuff.

Given that most others in his position within World

Tour teams are former pro riders, their skills and focus 

probably lie elsewhere. Lacking a pro career (but

having been a decent amateur rider), Brailsford

arguably compensates for that lack of ex-pro

experience by out-thinking, out-planning and

out-manoeuvring his peers behind the scenes.

The post-Froome era
Just as there was a Bradley Wiggins era

that came and went, so too, inevitably,

will there be a post-Froome moment.

Currently Froome is undisputed

leader of the squad, but there will

inevitably come a moment when Froome

fades from view.

For a manager like Brailsford, the search 

for the next potential Tour de France

winner, is something that excites him,

even if it’s not currently occupying that 

much of his thoughts.

“I actually think that there are lot 

more riders out there who could win the

Tour de France than people think, I really

do. I think there are a lot of really, really

talented people out there and maybe

with a different approach or environ-

ment they could step up.

“There are a lot of guys who are really

close and all they need is just that little

step, their lives take a turn in a certain

direction and it happens for them.”

Given Brailsford’s long history with

Bradley Wiggins, both as a GB track rider 

and as the Team Sky superstar who 

enjoyed that untouchable, unrepeatable

2012 season, there’s a clear and recent 

example of that analysis.

“In a way, it’s easier to say why a rider

can’t do it, but it takes a longer time to say

with confidence that a rider can do it.

When you look at Bradley, he was like a

lot of young riders who can express their

talent in certain areas, but they can’t put

it all together – the lifestyle, the training, 

discipline and all the rest of it – they

need some maturity to put all these 

pieces together and off they go.”

Third Tour champ?

“You sprint until the
day you retire, because

otherwise you are going to 
go backwards”
Brailsford on staying ahead

Thus, for Team Sky under Brailsford, recruitment

isn’t just about a rider’s riding talent, the team will

consider skills, experience, and behaviour (“what kind

of person are they? Are they a team player?”) when

looking to fill a slot on the squad. “It’s never just about 

ABOVE: As track

supremo with

Sir Chris Hoy at

Beijing 2008
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the skill level, the talent of a rider,” notes Brailsford, 

“It’s about the whole package.”

You would think that with three Tour de France

wins in the past four editions, Brailsford and Sky

would have the whole thing dialled in and down. Not 

so, according to Brailsford.

“One of the most dangerous things is that you start 

to become over-confident. One of the big risks of

winning is that you start to think ‘OK, we’ve cracked

this’ and,” he laughs, “I’ve been there. We’ve all been 

there.

It’s part of growing up I guess but you quite quickly

realise, ‘my god, there’s no end to this thing!’ That is the

point where you realise that there is no cracking it,

nobody cracks it. It’s really just a continuous puzzle.

The moment you think you’ve cracked it you end up 

having a year like we did in 2014.”

So, like any brave manager of any sports team,

Brailsford tries to engage in a process of self-interro-

gation, blue sky thinking and prodding, asking endless 

questions of the team and its systems.

“What I’ve finally got my head around is that you’ve 

got to keep going, you’ve got to run, you’ve got to

sprint, sprint as hard as you can. Because everyone

else — your competition — is running hard as well, so

you sprint until the day you retire, because otherwise 

you are going to go backwards.”

For Brailsford, there are no end points in cycling,

there are no magic bullets and no ‘cracking it’ and 

certainly no resting on your laurels.

“I remember thinking the other day, there was a

time when I’d wonder ‘Wow, I wonder what it would

be like to be part of a team that won an Olympic gold

medal’ and then you think, ‘Oh, if only we could be 

part of some kind of Tour winning team’.

“And you do that and then, the day after you’ve

accomplished that, you wake up and start thinking

about the next thing, the next race. There is no end

point. The end point is when you retire.” Brailsford has 

no plans to retire any time soon.

BELOW: In the 

2012 Tour

Froome (right,

Nibali centre)

backed Wiggins

to a historic first

GB win. Next

year, Froome

was the leader

with Wiggins on 

the bench
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The psychological pressure that Chris Froome has to cope 
with is immeasurable. Never mind the physiology, how do 

you measure the mental strength required to win the Tour?

British 

Words Kenny Pryde Photos Graham Watson, Yuzuru Sunada
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 C
hris Froome is the most scrutinised, most 

examined, most closely followed winner 

in the history of the Tour de France. 

Clearly, Lance Armstrong, seven-time 

winner of the race, also came under huge 

attention during his time, but that was of a different 

register. In that recent era it was still possible to shut 

down most irritating lines of inquiry. And Twitter 

wasn’t around either.

Armstrong was able to ignore or close down the 

over-curious or abusive, a tactic not open to Froome 

in this era of greater transparency. In fact, ironically, 

it’s thanks in part to Armstrong that Froome (and 

other Grand Tour winners) have come under such 

intense study. 

We know, of course, that Froome is physically 

capable of winning the Tour de France — his two 

wins and third place fi nish in 2012 are clear 

evidence — but what sort of psychological toughness 

is required to cope with the endless questioning that 

assails Froome (and other recent winners) from 

every side?

To be constantly subject to online and even 

roadside abuse on top of living a semi-monastic 

lifestyle required to win the Tour de France must 

inevitably take a toll on a rider, on a human being, 

on anyone in the public eye. 

In the post-Armstrong era, no rider has been able 

to dominate the Tour de France the way the 

American did. Riders tend to stumble or crack, 

over-reach themselves, get married and/or have 

children. None of which appears to be conducive to 

maintaining domination in July.

Look at the evidence. Since 2010, no rider has 

managed to win more than two Tours de France and 

nobody has managed to win two on the bounce 

(though some might argue that Alberto Contador 

was robbed in 2010). 

Just a posho?

We’re taking a punt and saying that Chris Froome is 

the fi rst public schoolboy ever to have won the Tour 

de France. If he has a connection to the land, it is 

more likely to be as the son of a landowner than 

Stage 12, 2015 

Tour de France, 

Froome turns 

the screw on his 

rivals (l to r): 

Quintana, 

Contador, van 

Garderen, 

Valverde
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as in the Hinault or Indurain sense.

Froome press conferences and television inter-

views are models of politeness and he rarely flaps,

never cracks under the pressure of aggressive, ugly

lines of questioning. In short, Froome seems like a well

brought up polite public schoolboy. Who is possessed 

of an iron will together with that freakish outlier 

physiology.

Yet Chris Froome does seem like just a polite public 

schoolboy. “Well he isn’t,” chuckled Team Sky

principal Sir Dave Brailsford when this description is

put to him, having spent time with Froome in the

hardest, most stressful moments. From the internal

battle with Wiggins in 2012 and 2013, to the doping

accusations, contract negotiations to the stress of 

being a Tour de France contender. How could Froome 

be anything other than a tough nut — albeit one 

housed in a soft shell?

Actually, in one sense, he is precisely that. He is a

well-brought up young man, a gent, if you will. He

thanks people, he keeps appointments, he apologises.

When a rider — or indeed any athlete — reaches the

top of their respective sport, there’s always the chance

that they’ll get carried away, floating off into that zone 

where the air is thin and egos expand.

Ask around Team Sky and you’ll struggle to find

anyone who says that Froome has turned into an ego

maniac. Brailsford has built a team where eccentrici-

ties are tolerated if staff can deliver specific skills. But,

as he puts it, “we don’t have any knobs on this team.”

One pro cycling insider with years of experience of

many riders on different teams, anxious to maintain

some anonymity said, “I’d say he was an example of 

how to conduct yourself. There are a number of

different riders across a number of different teams

who are just a bunch of arseholes, but you can’t say 

that Froome is one of them.”

Tough as old boots
The pressure that Froome is under — in terms of

media and social media scrutiny — has seen off a

number of press officers who have been on the front 

line facing the brickbats and accusations.

For most journalists, our exposure to Froome

comes essentially in press conferences and snatched,

brief conversations in scrums around the Team Sky

bus. And what can we divine from those meetings, 

who is this slender posh bloke?

Those who know him will insist that he is as

mentally strong as they come, as tough as any

horny-handed son of toil, as focused as any denizen on 

the mixed martial arts octagon.

Which seems hard to believe, yet you hear it from 

so many different sources that it is impossible to

dismiss as PR flim-flam or mind games. After all, the

ability to keep your head and not storm out of press

conferences when asked for the umpteenth time

another question about doping takes some measure of 

steely self-control.

It’s not as if these are small considerations. Recall,

for example, that a team once announced before a

Tour de France press conference that there would be

three questions allowed relating to doping and then, if

anyone asked a fourth, they’d just get up and leave.

Even if he was tempted to lay down that rule of

media engagement, Froome somehow manages to

cope, to sit there and listen to it and reply, day-in, 

day-out, answering questions.

Not like Sir Brad
You might have imagined that his predecessor at Team 

Sky, Bradley Wiggins, with his spiky press confer-

ences, his outrageous language, his geezer idioms, 

BELOW: Return 

to Ventoux.

Froome has

good memories

of winning there 

in 2013 on

stage 15
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would have coped better with that pressure. ‘Wiggo’ 

was pure bloke, after all.

Yet we hear no tales of Froome going on boozy

benders, there are no tabloid snaps of Froome

smoking a cheeky roll-up or of needing Shane Sutton

to give him a proper talking to in order to get him back 

on the horse again.

Froome, it seems, is shot through with more steel

than Wiggins when it comes to the Tour de France and 

its varied demands.

It’s not gone unnoticed, this ‘nice guy’ who wins the

world’s hardest, most stressful bike race. He’s been

asked about it: you’re so polite, but where’s the steel? “I 

am polite and respectful,” said Froome in the final

press conference of the 2015 Tour de France, “but I 

don’t take any rubbish.”

Given what he had to endure on the roads of the

2015 Tour, taking ‘rubbish’ from social media and

mainstream French media would seem to have been

the least of his problems. Yet still, he remains above it. 

“We don’t have any knobs 
on this team”

Sir David Brailsford on TeamSky

The closest Froome has come to going into any kind

of meltdown was when Laurent Jalabert, commentat-

ing on French TV, made some crude insinuations

about being ‘uneasy’ over Froome’s riding. Coming

from Jalabert, of all people, it would have taken a saint 

not to respond.

Respect and professionalism are key Froome

character traits. Can you imagine any other athlete in

any other sport, sitting in a press conference being

subjected to doping questions over and over, day in, 

day out, not putting a halt to proceedings?

When it comes to being a Tour contender you

simply can’t do that anymore and to cope with that 

takes a mindset as special as the physiology.

ABOVE: It takes

an exceptional

cyclist to handle

the pressure of

wearing the

yellow jersey
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Adam Yates – the Yates twin who wasn’t world track champion – 
is tipped be a future star. Chatting with him, it’s hard to imagine a 

less starry rider than the Orica-GreenEdge climber

Words Kenny Pryde Photos Graham Watson, Yuzuru Sunada, Graeme Brown

“I travel the world”

“I go out training 
any time I want”

“I stay in palaces like this”

“In reality, it’s 
not bad is it?”
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 W
hen our photographer asked Adam 

Yates if he was ready for some 

pictures, Yates pulled at his team 

issue T-shirt to check for post-lunch 

food stains. He’s a young bloke in a 

pro cycling team and he wasn’t expecting a photogra-

pher with his bags of paparazzi kit to turn up. Yates 

swithers. 

“Yeah, uh, this’ll be…uh…no. I better change.” It was 

touch and go for a second, but his washed-out 

Orica-GreenEdge T-shirt wasn’t box-fresh and looked 

like it had taken a hit from the lunch buffet. His mum 

would not have been impressed if he’d been photo-

graphed in it and his team manager would have 

probably just sighed. 

Yates disappeared into the depths of the team hotel 

and returned, spic and span, bright-eyed, bushy-tailed, 

team-issued up, ready for his close-ups from any 

angle.

Ready for his close ups? Everything that Yates does 

these days is examined in detail — not least of which 

the state of his T-shirts and his footwear. There’s a 

disconnect between Yates, the 23 year-old rider who 

lives a bachelor life with his brother Simon in Girona 

and Adam Yates, one of Britain’s best bike riders, a 

climber who, on his day, can ride with the sport’s best 

in the high mountains. He’s a cycling star who doesn’t 

seem to care much about the PR side or anything, in 

fact, that doesn’t involve him riding faster. 

When, many decades in the future, his epitaph is 

written, all it will need to say is ‘Adam Yates: He just got 

on with it.’ It’s a phrase that crops up several times dur-

ing his conversation with Cycle Sport: “You’ve just got 

to get on with, haven’t you?” which underpins his 

riding philosophy. No matter what you throw at him, 

Yates doesn’t seem bothered by much. His bike. The 

competition. His training load. He just shrugs, laughs, 

raises his eyebrows a little and utters that phrase or a 

variation on it. Thus, you also hear things like “try my 

best,” and “get stuck in,” all spoken in a rapid-fire 

Lancastrian accent.

Outsider

From the outside looking in, from a distance, it all 

seems to have happened so easily for Adam Yates. Ride 

a bike, win races, ride for Great Britain, get ‘let go’ by 

the British Cycling Academy, head to France with some 

help from the Dave Rayner Fund, race there, win races, 

sign a World Tour pro contract with Orica-GreenEdge, 

race with the best in the Criterium du Dauphine, win a 

classic in your second pro season. All part of a simple, 

well-executed plan.

Yates demurs. “Well, there’s never really been a 

plan. I eventually went to CC Etupes after spending two 

years on a smaller French team because it was a strong 

set up and we did all these big races, so when I turned 

pro there wasn’t that big of a gap, it didn’t feel like that 

big of a step up. In a way, living and racing in France 

meant that I was already living as a professional rider.”

However, if there had never been a sophisticated 

career path, there had always been desire, even if, 

aged 15, it was a bit on the vague side. The catalyst 

LEFT: Yates won 

the Tour of 

Turkey in 2014, 

earning respect 

from fellow Brit 

Mark Cavendish 

(left)

RIGHT: 

Cornering on 

stage 16 of the 

2015 Tour, Yates 

finished 50th 

overall

“You’ve just got to get on with it,  
haven’t you?”

Adam Yates’s philosophy
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to bring his options into sharp focus was, as Yates puts 

it, his “rejection” by the British Cycling Academy.

‘Rejection’ you say?

“Yeah, alright, maybe ‘turned down’ then,”

chuckles Yates, perhaps unwittingly revealing an

additional source of motivation. “I was 16 then and

didn’t really know what to do, so I was lucky that Josh

Hunt (younger brother of former Team Sky pro and

British road race champion Jeremy Hunt) and I got

talking and he helped me find a team in France

(initially UVCA Troyes) otherwise I’m not sure what I 

would have done.”

As in so many areas of life, it’s often not so much

what you know, as who you know. Yates seized his

chance, went to France and progressed rather than

cracked, winning races and readied himself for the 

next step up

Mountains

There’s a point in the life of every talented rider when

there is a decision to be made, the day dawns when 

you have to commit to the idea of becoming a

professional bike rider. You move away from home,

you’re essentially living alone, in a little town, in the 

middle of nowhere in a foreign country, doing

whatever you can to be a better bike rider.

That’s the level of commitment required and,

regardless of physiological ability, it’s often that which 

separates those who make the grade from those other

young riders who, in popular parlance ‘didn’t want it 

badly enough.’

Given his results, Yates could have almost certainly

have found himself a place in a UK-based Professional 

Continental team but that was never part of even

Yates’s vague plan. Yates is a climber and the racing in

the UK, with its city-centre TV criteriums and dearth

of alpine-duration climbs, was never going to suit his

particular talents, “scrapping with all those big guys at 

75 kilos.”

So, after two years in Troyes, off to Etupes he went,

to the team nestling in the Vosges mountains which 

had already produced Warren Barguil, Kenny

Elissonde and Thibaut Pinot to name but three of its 

World Tour climbers.

Yates decided that he had to put himself in the spot-

light, in terrain and against opposition that showed his

worth. Following his second place overall in the 2013

Tour de l’Avenir, behind Ruben Fernandez (now with

Movistar), Yates signed for Orica at just 21. Yates didn’t 

see it as a massive jump and didn’t feel it to be so 

either.

“The thing is that the race programme I had at

Etupes was good, there were a lot of hard races. I don’t

think people realise how tough some of those French

D1 races are, as well as the stage races. They are so

hard, so hard to win and get results, but because 

RIGHT: Yates

was caught up in

the mass pile-up

on stage three

of last year’s

Tour de France

BELOW:On the

way to a solo

win at San

Sebastian 2015
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they’re in France, nobody knows about them.

“Anyway, I don’t consider that I turned pro young, a

lot of guys turned pro the same age as me, or younger,

I think what was different was that I got quite a few

opportunities to show myself early, like in Turkey. Like

I said, the step up wasn’t that extreme, because I had

already been racing hard at Etupes and in a lot of ways 

already living like a pro, so it wasn’t a big change.”

Yates threw himself into his new Orica job with

gusto, as though determined to demonstrate there was

more than the British Cycling way to go about ‘being a

pro.’ Thus, he was not part of a track squad, no part of

a Great Britain Academy, he went to France and did it

the ‘old way’ and compounded that by turning pro

relatively young and then diving into a race pro-

gramme that saw him race 83 days in his first season.

All things considered, it couldn’t be much more old 

school if it tried: the only thing that’s missing are

pre-paid phone cards, food parcels and magazines 

sent from home.

In truth, Yates loves to race rather than train — an-

other nod to the old school: “Once the season is

started, I’d rather just race. I don’t like that, do a race,

then take six weeks off and go to altitude stuff” insists

Yates. “If I start the year at Tirreno and do Catalunya

and Pais Vasco, you can do all three and then the

Ardennes, then California, then Dauphine all in one 

big block.

“That’s what I did in my first year — then had a rest, 

“When I turned pro there wasn’t that big of a 
gap, it didn’t feel like that big of a step up”

Amateur career in France

went to altitude, came down and did San Sebastian

where I crashed and that was it.” Yates is too modest to

mention that the results he got in some of those races

as a 21 year-old new pro were little short of stellar.

Altitude
Yates’ first ever participation at the Criterium du

Dauphine, the warm-up for the Tour for so many

general classification contenders, was probably his 

finest week, even if there were no ‘wins.’ When 

ABOVE: Riding

the 2014 World’s

with Sky DS Rod

Ellingworth in

the GB team car
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quizzed, as much as he recognises his performance,

he’s still hazy on the details, as though it was already 

ancient history.

“I was fifth or…sixth? About a minute or something

from the winner, which was alright. I had never been

to altitude before, when you look at the quality of the

field (Froome, Nibali, Contador, Van Garderen, Porte), I

mean, even though I didn’t win, I got two third places I

think, but for a first year neo pro, just scrapping about

and racing for a few months, solid, for me, that was

probably my best performance. I sort of impressed 

myself there.”

And impressed the team? “Well, I hope so,” laughs 

Yates.

Yates’s reference to altitude was to the relatively

new vogue for training camps based at altitude and,

prior to that 2014 Dauphine, he had never trained

where the air is thin and those dispersed oxygen

molecules really don’t want to be sucked into your 

lungs.

“Staying up at altitude and training up high too, it

makes a big, big difference,” insists Yates, “I really

think it helps me. I’m not so sure it makes that much of 

a difference for sprinters or classics-type riders, but

for pure climbers like me it makes a big difference to

what you can do when you go back down to sea level.

“So, for example, we trained in Livigno, in Italy, at

around 1,800 meters then I went back down and raced

in San Sebastian and was going OK…till I crashed. I

had always wanted to try altitude training, but I could 

never afford it.

“From my experience now I’d say it’s one of the

biggest differences I can make to my training. It’s 

Motor-bikes
Lively and engaged as he was,

the one topic that really

provoked Yates was the (then)

hot topic of motors in bikes. Was

he concerned? Did he think it

was a big issue?

“Honestly? Is it a problem?

Not even a little bit. It is the

dumbest thing I have ever

heard, I can’t begin to explain

what a non-issue it is.

“Obviously it’s good that they

are checking and putting the 

effort into making sure it’s not

happening, but at this level now,

well, cycling is a lot different to

what it was. Ask yourself — is it

worth the risk? Is it?”

And, speaking of bikes, is

Yates the sort of rider who

obsesses over every last nut and

titanium bolt?

Guess what? “No, as long as

it’s light and it goes fast. Again…

you just get on with it.” That 

phrase.

Storm in an E-cup

ABOVE: Yates

prefers the buzz 

of racing to

training

RIGHT: Biggest

GC win so far

was in the 2014

Turkey Tour

“Once the season is
started, I’d rather 

just race”
Yates on getting in shape
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so weird, when you go up and go out you just think

‘Oof, I’m absolutely creeping here’ then come down

after training and sleeping high and suddenly it’s ‘Oh 

yes, I feel good!’”

In the end though, Yates is a natural-born racer.

Training is a key part of the job, but the best bit, for

Yates, is clearly when he pins a number on in a race 

where the terrain suits his talents.

“Basically I like racing. I mean, really, nobody

enjoys training do they? If you enjoy training then 

you’re not doing it properly,” he laughs.

More seriously though, he adds, “I’d say that you get

more nervous when you go back into the bunch and

you don’t race much, because there are things that you

can’t really train. You can’t train being stressed and 

stuff like that.”

Training

Yates has, in his own phrase ‘got on with it’ in a way

that suggests that thus-far his pro career has been a

trouble-free ride, so to speak. There have been plenty 

of gifted under-23 riders who have crashed and

burned when they have stepped up to World Tour

level. Not, it seems, young Yates. Again, it all seems so…

easy.

“Well, it might look like that, given that I was

getting results from my first season, but what people 

don’t see is the hard work.” Clearly, if you love racing,

then that’s not so much like hard work. Training on the 

roads around Girona is where the work gets done.

“When it comes to training, those six and seven

hour rides, when you see them in the training diary,

you know you’ve got a big day. I don’t mind the shorter,

more intense sessions, then you just get stuck in, you

do it and sometimes it seems to go quicker, four efforts 

on four climbs and it’s over before you know it.

“But when you are down to do a six-hour endur-

ance ride, it’s like…awwww…here we go. So you start

riding for a bit, look down to check the computer and 

you’ve only done half an hour!”

For a rider of such tender years and short World

Tour career, Yates has already observed that most of

the peloton has cottoned on pretty quickly to training 

trends and work methods. The focus on training

camps for example and reduced numbers of race days 

for individual riders.

Prior to the Dauphine, Yates was set to do a

three-week training camp at altitude in Andorra. “I

think the whole World Tour is doing the same thing

now, everyone is going for the ‘marginal gains’ thing,

so you have to do it and if you don’t do it, if you are not

looking for those few percentage gains, then you are 

going to get left behind.

“In the bad old days people didn’t have to do that – 

BELOW: Yates

can ride a good

time trial which

will help his GC 

prospects
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for obvious reasons — but it’s a bit different now,

because there’s nothing like that going on, I hope.”

Yates, as ever, is sanguine and grounded. He may

be a world-class cyclist, but he’s no prima donna.

Those other athletes and some riders who complain

about the physical and psychological demands of the 

sport won’t get too much sympathy from this 

Lancashire lad.

“People don’t see the training camp side of the

sport, but really, it’s just part of the job. I mean, when

you think about it, in reality, we live an easy life, let’s 

be honest.

“I travel the world, I go out training any time I want

— stay in palaces like this one (laughs) — in reality, it’s

not bad is it?” Even stuff like the early morning dope 

controls, those impositions that Premier League

footballers and tennis stars would scream until they 

were sick over?

“Well that’s part of the job, there’s nothing you can

do about it, you can’t change it, you just get on with it

and get on with your job. I’m either racing or at altitude

camp, most of the time, but when I get home…I can do 

what I like,” laughs Yates, “to a certain extent.”

Determined enough to do things his own way but 

ready to buckle down and do the work, secretly

excited by the prospects of his future potential but as

level-headed a rider as you’ll ever meet, Adam Yates 

has already had a decent career.

We reckon he’ll go further yet, by the simple 

expedient of ‘just getting on with it.’

ABOVE:

Girona-based

Lancs man won

his local classic

at San Sebastian 

last year

“I don’t mind the shorter, more  
intense sessions”

Yates dislike of long training rides

Highlights
Adam Yates (Eng), 23

Team: Orica GreenEdge

Pro since: 2014

2016: 3rd stage three, Tour of

Yorkshire, 4th overall; 4th stage

six time trial, Vuelta Pais Vasco

2015 (Orica): 1st Classica San

Sebastian; 2nd overall Tour of 

Alberta; 2nd Grand Prix 

Montreal

2014 (Orica): 1st overall Tour of

Turkey, 1st stage six; 1st Gran

Premio Industria e Artigianato; 

6th overall Criterium du

Dauphine; 5th overall, Tour of 

California

2013 (CC Etupes): 2nd overall

Tour de l’Avenir; 12th Liege-

Bastogne-Liege Espoirs
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My life as a pro 
MECHANIC

You love bikes. You love pro racing. Why not combine both and be a
mechanic? We asked Team Sky mechanic Ryan Bonser how he got his 

seat of the back of the team car
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W
hen you think about it, team mechanics

probably get more attention than most of

the riders whose bikes they prepare and

maintain. As superstars slip from air-conditioned

buses to start line, dodging fans and as domestiques

make their way unhindered by most fans, it is the

mechanics, resplendent in team kit, who get asked the

most questions. Questions like: ‘Can I have a bottle?’

‘How much does the bike cost?’ and ‘Can I have one?’

The questions and attention at the start area are

one thing, but when the mechanics set-up their base

behind the team hotel, they are under almost constant

observation and questioning from those who gather

and gaze at top-spec machinery being cleaned and 

readied by professional mechanics.

More than most, mechanics are in the front line

with the curious public. But this attention is not the

reason why Ryan Bonser is degreasing chains and 

spinning Park Tools T-bars at Team Sky.

There are highs, of course, working on a winning

team, but being badgered by the local ‘bidon bandits’ is

not one of them. How, in the end, did Bonser end up

here, in a car park in Maastricht, tending beautiful-

looking, immaculate Pinarellos?

Like so many others, Bonser day-dreamed of being

part of a pro team, it wasn’t in this context, though he

gave it a good go. The road that led him to Sky was far

from smooth and it’s safe to say that Bonser has paid 

his dues.

Oldham told ‘em
As a 15 year-old bike-daft boy with ambitions of a pro 

career, he worked in an Oldham bike shop, Cycle

Centre, as a Saturday boy, making tea and learning to 

fix increasingly complicated repairs and building 

wheels.

“There wasn’t much in the way of training, as such,” 

laughs Bonser, “you just got shown something and

picked things up as you went along. We used to build

loads of wheels. When I started I was just lacing them 

up and Bob (Barlow) built them.

“I was given five pairs of rims, five sets of hubs and

loads of spokes and shown how to do it. I spent hours

and hours on them. At first I’d be up and down because

I’d forgotten how to do it then by the end of the first 

day, I’d got it. I was racing on my own wheels.”

Bonser says that “all I wanted to do, when I was a

kid, was be a pro, there wasn’t really a Plan B.” To that

end, rather than go to college with his pals, aged 18 he

packed up his earthly goods in a beat-up Opel Corsa

and drove to France, finding a berth in Cholet, in the

Loire, backed with money he had saved and some

Dave Rayner Fund support too. “Looking back, it

seems mad, but there was nothing else for it,” reflects 

Bonser, shaking his head.

Bonser shared a house with a constantly rotating

band of Russians, Ukrainians and Moldovans who had

paid 20 Euros for a one-way bus trip, sat on a coach for 

LEFT: Ryan

Bonser at the

office on a chilly

day during the

spring classics

four days to find fortune and glory on France’s Atlantic 

coast. “I remember once we woke up and the

Moldovans had just vanished. They’d left their bikes. 

Just…gone.”

Big exit
In his third year in France, Bonser’s progress was

halted when he broke his back and, for a few terrifying 

months in 2006, was a paraplegic.

“I was chasing a couple of riders off the Aubisque in

the fog, on my own, and misjudged a bend. I just went

straight on. The next thing I knew I was in hospital in

Pau and I couldn’t feel anything from the chest down.

“I had a load of titanium nuts and bolts put in my

back that night and when I came round, I couldn’t feel

much anyway, because I was still out of it from the

pain killers. Then they brought a phone into my room

and it was my mum on the other end. “Stupidly, I told 

her ‘I’m alright’ meaning I was alive, basically.”

There’s a chuckle from Bonser now, but at the time,

it’s hard to imagine how he felt. “Yeah, at 20 years old, 

it was scary. Yeah. Scary.

“After it was clear I was going to at least be able to

walk again they told me that before the operation they

did an MRI scan and when they studied the damage

they reckoned I would only have a one-in-ten chance

of walking again.” Medically, those are not great odds.

“Yeah, I’m glad they didn’t tell me that at the time!”

Bonser spent three months in hospital and in

physiotherapy in Bagnères de Bigorre, and sings the

praises of the French staff and help he had before he

returned to England in autumn. Astonishingly, Bonser

raced again – with Recycling and the first incarnation 

of Rapha-Condor, in 2008.

“I got two more years out of myself,” smiles Bonser,

“I didn’t touch my bike for two months after I got

home, but I wanted to know if I could do it again and I

started riding, spoke to John Herety and rode for him.

“It was more about stopping when I wanted to stop, 

rather than being forced to. I still wanted to stay in

cycling though, because I had never done anything 

else. I had no other option, did I?”

Spanner ladder
Bonser made a smooth transition into the team car

with Herety at Rapha-Condor at the end of 2008. It

was a typical scenario. A freelance mechanic who is

called in to help out at busy periods and bigger races, 

while the day job is working in a local bike shop.

“I think that’s pretty typical,” says the 27 year-old. 

In the incestuous world of sport, word about 

“Iwould only have a one-in-
ten chance ofwalking again”

Bonser’s post-crash prognosis
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technical competency gets around. So it was that

Bonser was contacted by British Cycling to help out the

Keith Lambert-led road squad on a few trips and after 

three years he was picked up by Team Sky.

Inevitably, given the crossover and mingling of

Team Sky riders and Great Britain national teams at 

world championships, Bonser had already been

spotted, head-hunted, as it were, before signing up for 

the World Tour team full time in 2013.

When it comes to finding a mechanic’s job on a

World Tour team – any team – your chances of

walking into the job from your shed or local bike shop 

are slim to none.

In the high-pressure world of top flight bike racing, 

you need to have served your time in the lower

leagues. You need to have proved yourself competent

on the spanners and — very importantly — have been

screened and passed as the sort of decent bloke who 

the rest of the staff can live with.

Bonser was asked if he could help out at the 2013

Tour of Catalunya and, unknown to him, he was on a

trial. He passed, obviously. “I think some of the guys

thought I had come from the track and that I didn’t 

know how a derailleur worked!”

Families
Once you are on the team and part of the travelling

circus, you start to spot familiar faces in hotel car 

parks where other teams’ mechanics have set up.

For all that teams are beating each other into the

ground in races, the mechanics on the World Tour

spend a lot of time rubbing shoulders with each other, 

mostly in hotel car parks. There might be some

jockeying for position closest to the hotel, nearest the

water spigot and power points, but mechanics on rival 

teams invariably come to each other’s rescue.

“You help each other out because you never know

further down the road if you’ll need a dig out yourself,” 

explains Bonser.

But it’s still bike racing, it’s still competition and you 

are still trying to beat the other guys. “It’s really

rewarding when you win, that’s the best bit, partly

because so much of your life is built around the team.

So much of your time is spent on the road, everything 

revolves around the team.

“You need an understanding family to keep that

balance right, because, yeah, it’s a good job, but you

spend a long time away. That’s the downside. I’ve got a

two year-old daughter and I can spend between 180 to 

200 days of the year away from home.”

“All I wanted to do, when
I was a kid, was be a pro”

Ryan Bonser
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 O
n Sunday the 25th of June 2012, the dream 

died for Ireland’s Sam Bennett at the Irish 

national road race championships in 

Clonmel, 20 kilometres from his home. 

His body was beaten, his mind was 

broken and at 21 years of age, a man dubbed the next 

Sean Kelly decided on a beautiful afternoon by the 

river Suir which bisects the town, he wanted nothing 

more to do with cycling.

Riding for the Continental level team named after 

the great man, An Post-Sean Kelly, he made the 

mistake of tracking Nicolas Roche but when Roche 

missed the move and the break went up the road, so 

too did Bennett’s chances of a fi rst elite national title. 

Whether Bennett hadn’t the belief to get into a move 

without Roche was one thing, but the inability to stay 

with him when he jumped away was a more serious 

and immediate concern. 

He would DNF and tell the then vice-president of 

Cycling Ireland, Anto Moran, that he was done, tears 

rolling his down his face as he peeled his kit - and 

anything to do with the sport, away from his skin. 

The only other person there to witness the 

meltdown was his girlfriend Tara. 

Three years on from that meltdown and Sam is 

rolling down the start-ramp for the prologue of his fi rst 

Tour de France in Utrecht under a gun-metal grey sky. 

As he gazes at the fi rst stretch of road that yawns 

out before him, he sees green, white and orange Irish 

fl ags with the letters S-A-M scribbled in black marker 

on each of the three coloured panels. 

The 11th Irish rider to start the world’s greatest race 

sucks in a huge gulp of air and launches himself into 

the cheering masses along the 13.8-kilometre route 

around Utrecht. 

 “It was absolutely electrifying; it was just 

unbelievable with the crowds,” recalls Bennett, 

chuckling over the memories from last year’s Tour.

“I remember at the start I was completely shitting 

myself. The nerves hit me all at once when I realised 

what I was at.

“It just happened so fast! I thought I was going to fall 

on the start ramp. That’d be some start to my fi rst 

Tour!”

Belgian roots
It’s been one heck of a journey for the darling of Irish 

cycling…

Born in Belgium as the eldest of two boys, Bennett 

spent the fi rst four years of his life there while his 

father Mike chased his dream as a professional 

footballer with Eendracht Wervik.

However, when a torn cruciate ligament ended his 

playing career the family moved back to Ireland and 

they settled in the hometown of the great Sean Kelly, 

Carrick-on-Suir.

As a nipper, Bennett did mountain biking but his 

father was initially against the idea of two wheels. 

“In the house there was a bit of trouble because it 

was always fi eld sports.

Says Mike: “I wanted him to play a sport where he’d 

be in a dressing room environment and learn to stand 

up for himself and where the environment was 

controlled. 

Words Brian Canty Photos Graham Watson, Yuzuru Sunada, Graeme Brown

bul
Hailed as the next Sean Kelly, Ireland’s Sam Bennett hopes to 
ride his second Tour de France this year with hopes of a career 
propelling stage win

Emerald



Bounce back: Bennett wins stage 

fi ve of the 2013 Tour of Britain
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“I didn’t think he’d get that through the cycling.”

The young Sam got his way but it wasn’t until he hit 

double digits that he could actually compete in events 

— and that was on the mountain bike.

“His general athletic ability was the first thing that 

stood out for me,” explains long-time mentor and 

coach Martin O’Loughlin, himself a highly-regarded 

figure within Irish cycling.

“He could do anything in terms of bike control. 

Peter Sagan is famous for one-handed wheelies but 

Sam can do the same, I’ve seen him ride backwards!”

Throughout his formative years there were 

whispers emerging in Carrick that the next Sean Kelly 

was coming.

That chatter originated from the Monday night 

league races outside Clonmel where a shy and 

introverted cyclist would rock up wearing the garish 

red-yellow and green Dan Morrissey-sponsored kit. 

On his head he wore his blue and white Giro helmet, 

plus clear shades, yellow knee and arm warmers if it 

was chilly, and often white homemade oversocks 

hiding his beloved red Adidas shoes.

He would often win against the best local guys 

— even when he was still under 16.

Polite assassin
 “I heard about Sam riding underage in these races, 

lots of people were talking about him,” reflected Sean 

Kelly.

“They were comparing him to me because he came 

from Carrick and he could sprint.”

As a junior, Bennett regularly beat the best 

domestic racers and even when he went to the 

European junior track championships in 2008 he won 

a gold medal in the points race after lapping the field, 

despite having no idea how many laps to complete. He 

just knew he had to be at the front. 

What endeared people to him was how extremely 

polite he was. He’d shake hands with people after 

smoking them in races and tell them they were flying. 

He was shy, often warmining up for races behind his 

mother Helen’s car, out of view. 

After winning the Junior Tour of Ireland in 2008 

while wearing the Irish national jersey, Sam entered 

the FBD Insurance Ras as one of the youngest in the 

race and performed superbly, taking four top 10s in 

the opening six stages.

But on the penultimate day, a 150km stage he 

claimed the biggest scalp of his life when he beat 

four-time Tour stage winner Jaan Kirsipuu and a huge 

bunch who contested a chaotic sprint into Clara.

One man who saw him bustle and barge his way to 

the front that day was the man who would give him a 

three-year schooling in Belgium’s school of hard 

knocks, An Post Sean Kelly team manager Kurt 

Bogaerts. 

“I don’t doubt for a moment he can 
go there and chase stage wins”

Sean Kelly on Sam and the Tour

ABOVE: Big win 

ahead of 

Bouhanni and 

Sagan at the 

2015 Tour of 

Qatar, stage six

RIGHT: Enjoying 

the attention 

after Clasica de 

Almeria win in 

2014

LEFT: Sean Kelly 

(right) has 

always rated 

fellow Carrick 

man Bennett
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“When he came to the team and turned U23 he 

showed huge potential. 

“He won that stage of the Ras and he was really 

strong in the Tour of Ireland the year Lance Armstrong 

rode it (2009). 

“I saw some flashes of talent but when he came into 

the team he was not in a really good state; he’d had his 

crash and the health was not 100 per cent and we had 

a tough time together.”

Ah, the crash.

“I remember it was an amazingly clear day, 

December 19th 2009. I was out training but wasn’t 

wearing a helmet because I didn’t think it was cool. 

“I had a thick scarf on because it was cold and I 

decided to try out some new roads. I ended up going 

down this steep hill when a car came across the road 

and hit me head-on. 

“He said he didn’t see me with the sun. I only 
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remember little bits. I was coming in and out of 

consciousness all day.”

To his horror, the then 19 year-old woke to hear

hospital staff saying they’d have to amputate his leg.

A bandage had been applied too tightly around his

mangled leg which had cut off a vital blood supply.

“They were wheeling me off to surgery and I was 

roaring ‘don’t take it off, don’t amputate my leg’.”

If his career graph had been rising steadily to that 

point, it promptly nose-dived -

though he did impress FDJ manager 

Marc Madiot enough to get a

stagiaire ride for the latter half of 

2010.

“I should have taken my time

recovering but I got tendonitis and I

just couldn’t do the stagiaire role. FDJ

said ‘look we don’t want you when

you’re worrying about your knees’ 

then that kind of fell through.”

And so Bogaerts stepped in and 

gladly took Bennett on board.

His stats from the first two years

are as follows: 2011: 34 race days, one 

win. 2012: 39 race days. 0 wins. 

Bogaerts still believed.

“It was tough but there were

hopeful signs from time to time,” 

said the Belgian.

“He got good results in Holland

with seventh in the Europeans and

10th in the World’s and he won a 1.2 

in Belgium (GP van de stad Geel) so we always knew 

the talent was there

“Mentally it was difficult to keep him wanting it and

making sure the hope does not go. I don’t give up easily

and it’s one of my things; when I start a journey, if

someone chooses your team and believes in you, then 

you can make a difference.

“Sam always had an exceptional sprint and if you 

can sprint in cycling you’ve a lot of hope.”

ABOVE: Bennett

(third from left)

with NetApp

team mates

after Almeria

BELOW:

Bennett is polite

and friendly off 

the bike 
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“He could do anything in terms of bike control.
Peter Sagan is famous for wheelies but I’ve seen 

Sam ride backwards!”
Martin O’Loughlin, coach

Crunch time

2013 was make or break for Bennett. He raced most of

the early season in Belgium, taking a top 10 in a 1.2

event before landing two stages in the An Post Ras. Not

that the latter cut much sway with professional teams.

“In July I was at home and I wasn’t feeling the best

and I was debating whether I could go on and race or 

would I stop.

“But then I realised after a week that there was

absolutely nothing else in the world I wanted to do and 

I wasn’t prepared to let the dream go.

“I started training like a lunatic, put the head down 

and worked as hard as possible to get into the best 

condition I could possibly get and it paid off.

“I knew it had to happen for me that year.”

Bogaerts knew it too.

“He was never happy with small results; he always 

wanted to do more. Sometimes he came in over-

trained because he was on a certain level but wanted 

more.

“He always wanted to go faster and that set him 

back a few times because he’s very ambitious.”

The big result he needed to attract that elusive

pro-contract finally arrived during a marvellous week 

at the Tour of Britain.

“Everything came together in that race,” recalls 

ABOVE: First full

season after the

crash, in Irish

strip at the 2011

U23 World’s 
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Bogaerts. “He won a pro kermesse before it but in the 

first stage he crashed and he was talking about

stopping. We had a big discussion on the road to keep 

going and he finished second to (Gerald) Ciolek 

(MTN-Quebeka).

“In my opinion he sprinted to do a good result

there, not to win. He could have won if he sprinted to 

win but on the queen stage, it all changed.”

Indeed, four days before this ‘window of

opportunity’ began closing on his career, Bennett

scaled Caerphilly mountain in Wales with the best

climbers in the world, bumped a certain Sir B. Wiggins 

off the wheel and galloped home for a win that 

launched him onto the next level.

“I had a feeling,” smiles Bogaerts. He was capable

of going over the climbs with the condition he had and 

he was the fastest of the group that could climb.

“I knew Cavendish would be dropped so I said to 

Sam ‘if you can get over the climbs you can win’.”

Within days he had three offers, but an offer from 

NetApp-Endura proved the most attractive.

They offered him an initial two-year deal that has

since been extended to the end of next year — with a 

squad built around him for the sprints.

The German-registered team changed to 

Bennett’s first
Tour de France
Was it wise to throw Bennett

into the Tour last year? “For

sure,” upholds team manager

Ralph Denk. “We knew there

weren’t many bunch sprint

possibilities, just two or three 

options.

“It was important for Sam to

do a Grand Tour and last year the

Tour was the only possibility for

us. I would like to work with him

in the next year with the goal of 

winning a Tour stage and he

needed a stage race like that for 

the future.

“The preparation was really 

not perfect but he still

performed and showed his 

potential.

“He rode 17 stages. For me it

was a surprise, I was expecting

him to take the exit after stage 10 

but it was all about 

development.”

Experience counts

LEFT: At Tirreno

with NetApp in 

2014

BELOW: Stage

one of the 2015

Tour de France 

in Utrecht

“It was absolutely
electrifying; it was
just unbelievable
with the crowds”
Sam Bennett on riding his first 

Tour de France
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Bora-Argon 18 for 2014 and Bennett won three races 

as a neo-pro, doubling the tally in 2015 as well as 

riding 17 stages of the Tour before having to withdraw 

with sickness.

This year he won the opening stage of Criterium 

International and has his sights set on a second Tour 

start — though still doesn’t feel like he’s ‘made it’.

“I think making it is when you can constantly get 

results and wins and when you have a great 

consistency. 

“Also, I think making it is when your results give 

you the respect from your peers and competitors. 

Anyone can win one race, to be able to win throughout 

the year is ‘making it’ for me.”

He’s the most exciting prospect to emerge from 

Ireland in recent years and has a real affinity to his 

nationality. Donning the green of Ireland at the world 

championships in Qatar in October is one of his big 

goals. 

“I’ve ridden the course and it’s an interesting 

circuit. I’m not mad about it, but because of the 

occasion and the chance to ride for Ireland of course 

I’ll make it work. 

“It will be a very long season so I hope to be there 

and in good form at the end of it.”

How far he can go in the sport is a question team 

manager Ralph Denk seems to have a ready-made 

answer for.

“Right now he’s in the second if not the top row of 

sprinters. He is not a big guy like Kittel or Kristoff, he’s 

skinny and I see him with a future in the hard one-day 

races, like Paris-Bourges which he won last year. He 

can get over climbs and win the sprint.

“Also, if you look to the world championships it was 

also a good race for him in Richmond last year.

“It was quite hard and long so those races suit him. 

Milan-San Remo is an option and I see him more in 

this direction as opposed to a pure bunch sprinter.”

Sean Kelly plants a more immediate carrot.

“Last year’s Tour was always going to be difficult 

for Sam because it was exceptionally difficult but 

there’s no reason he can’t go there in good shape.  

I don’t doubt for a moment he can go there and chase 

stage wins.”

“They were 
wheeling me off to 
surgery and I was 
roaring ‘don’t take 

it off, don’t 
amputate my leg’”

Bennett’s big crash in 2009

Suffering on 

stage 13 of last 

year’s Tour. 

Bennett pulled 

out on stage 17
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Highlights
Sam Bennett (Ir), 25

Team: Bora-Argon 18

Pro since: 2011

2016: 1st Stage one Criterium 

International

2015 (Bora-Argon 18): 1st Paris 

Bourges, 1st Stage two Arctic 

Race of Norway, 10th Stage 

seven Tour de France, 2nd 

Garmin Velothon Berlin, 1st 

Stages one and three Bayern 

Rundfahrt, 3rd Stage two 

Tirreno-Adriatico, 1st Stage six 

Tour of Qatar

2014 (Team NetApp Endura): 

3rd Stage two Tour of Britain, 

3rd Stage four Arctic Race of 

Norway, 1st Stage fi ve Bayern 

Rundfahrt, 2nd Garmin Velothon 

Berlin, 1st Rund um Koln, 5th 

Scheldeprijs, 1st Clasica de 

Almeria, 3rd Stage six Tour of 

Oman

2013 (An Post): 1st Stage seven, 

2nd Stages two & eight Tour of 

Britain, 4th Schal Sels, 7th Dutch 

Food Valley Classic, 1st Stages 

three & eight, An Post Ras

2012 (An Post): 5th Stage three, 

6th Stage four Tour of Britain, 

7th European U23 road race 

championships, 3rd Stage 

seven, 2nd Stage eight An Post 

Ras, 3rd Ronde Van Noorde-

Holland

2011 (An Post): 1st GP van de 

Stad Geel, 5th National road race 

championships, 2nd Stage one 

An Post Ras

2011 (An Post): 1st GP van de 

Stad Geel, 5th National road race 

championships, 2nd Stage one 

An Post Ras



HISTORY

1993 Tour de France, Mejia is one of the best 

climbers in the race and was lying in second 

place overall after stage 11 to Isola 2000
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One of the most talented Colombian racers of 
the 1990s was Alvaro Mejia, who finished fourth 

in the 1993 Tour. Mejia had the talent to win 
overall but he lacked the winning mentality of 

his successor Nairo Quintana

Words Pete Cossins Photos Graham Watson, Yuzuru Sunada

Alvaro
From

toNairo

ince the early 1950s, when journalist 

Carlos Arturo Rueda dubbed four-time 

Vuelta a Colombia victor Ramón Hoyos 

Vallejo “el escarabajo de la montaña” 

(the mountain beetle) thanks to the way 

he scuttled up climbs, giving barely a 

hint of the difficulty involved, riders 

from Latin America’s most 

distinguished cycling nation have been dubbed los 

escarabajos. 

The term encapsulates perfectly the ideal most fans 

have of Colombian riders as flyweights who can soar 

in the mountains but don’t tend to have the brute 

strength to hold their own on the flat. 

While it is a one-dimensional perspective, it does 

highlight to a degree why Colombia has yet to savour a 

first success at the Tour de France. 

But the one-size-fits-all description also 

encourages the dismissal of other factors that have 

been as or perhaps even more significant in terms of 

hindering the capture of the one title that fans in that 

cycling-crazed nation prize above all others. 

When los escarabajos first appeared in European 

races in the early 1970s, it was the lack of experience of 

top-level competition and tactical know-how that 

limited their potential. However, as they quickly began 

to light up the Grand Tours from the mid-1980s that 

knowledge was quickly learned and passed on. 

Consequently, by the early 1990s, a new crop of 

Colombian talent emerged that was more savvy and 

within it was a rider who many believe should have 

ridden into Paris in yellow more than 20 years ago. 

He might well have achieved precisely that if it 

hadn’t been for bad luck, a perceived lack of 

commitment and, perhaps just as significantly, the 

prevalence of EPO in the pro peloton, which turned so 

many earth-bound donkeys into unlikely mountain 

goats. 

Mejia arrives

Born in January 1967 in Santa Rosa de Cabal, 300 

kilometres to the west of Colombian capital Bogotà, 

Álvaro Mejía was lauded as the best Tour prospect his 

nation had ever produced when he claimed the race’s 

best young rider title in 1991 and went on to finish 

fourth in the World’s at the end of that season. 

Picked up by Motorola in 1993, ostensibly to work 

for Andy Hampsten in the mountains, Mejía 

overturned the hierarchy within the American team as 

he emerged as one of Miguel Indurain’s principal rivals 

for the yellow jersey, only dropping out of the podium 

places in the final time trial to finish fourth overall in 

Paris.

This should have been the start of something 

special for Mejía. Hailed by his Motorola teammate 

Lance Armstrong as the best rider in the Americas, the 

Colombian was heavily touted to threaten Indurain’s 

dominance of the Tour’s yellow jersey. 
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However, as the drug-fuelled Bjarne Riis was

transformed from mid-peloton stage winner to

become the Spaniard’s nemesis, Mejía faded away,

winning just one more race the next season and

retiring before he was 30 in order to become a medical

student, his racing potential never completely fulfilled. 

DoctorNo

Born in Santa Rosa de Cabal in the department of

Risaralda in central Colombia, Álvaro Mejía Castrillón 

joined the Barrio Caldas club at the age of 16 and

quickly made a name for himself in local races.

Over the next two seasons, he continued to

progress, reaching national prominence in 1985 when

he won a stage of prestigious under-23 race La Vuelta

de la Juventud, a victory that earned him a place on

the development team of the newly formed Manzana

Postobón squad for the following year.

The then 19 year-old Mejía, who as a youngster had

dreams of a career in medicine that he had had to give 

up when he got his first pro contract, was soon

persuaded by Postobón’s legendary team director,

Raúl Mesa, and his own results that racing offered him

a very different opportunity.

Unusually for a Colombian and a rider born at an

altitude of more than 1,700 metres, Mejía stood out

more for his time trialling than for his ability in the

high mountains. Far superior to most of his climb-

happy peers in this discipline, he could usually defend 

his time trial gains in the mountains.

In 1987, he joined the Castalia team that had been

established as a feeder team to Postobón. Reserved

and quiet, Mejía was dismissed by some as too timid to 

compete with riders who were already well

established as stars on the European scene such as

Lucho Herrera and Fabio Parra. However, during a

sensational 1988 season when he regularly left

Colombia’s biggest names in his wake, Mejía revealed

he had the resilience and character to compete with

anyone.

Just 21, he began that season by scooping the Vuelta

de la Juventud. Three months later, Castalia’s Mejía

upstaged the more established names by winning the

Clásico RCN, the country’s second-biggest stage race.

His performances earned him the nickname ‘The

Comet of Santa Rosa de Cabal’ and set him up as the 

“Alvaro liked stuff. Too
much stuff, I had to nag
him to get rid of clothes
and extra junk in his
pockets during races”
Motorola team mate Andy Hampsten

RIGHT: Andy

Hampsten

began the 1993

Tour as Motorola

team leader but 

ended up

working for

Mejia (left)
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cycling and “the future winner of many editions of the

Vuelta a Colombia”, Mejía was described by El Tiempo

as “the great revelation of Colombian cycling” and “the 

leader of a generational change” after narrowly 

missing out on the unique treble.

His contest with Herrera electrified Colombian

fans, who came out in unprecedented numbers to urge 

him on. Just as significant, though, was the way in

which the race was decided, the three time trials 

rather than the mountain stages proving the

difference. As El Tiempo pointed out, Colombian riders

were becoming increasingly “europeizado” in their 

style of racing.

Long derided for not being able to perform

creditably outside the mountains, los escarabajos had

adjusted in order to be able to compete with the likes

of Bernard Hinault, Laurent Fignon and Greg LeMond. 

It was now clear that the youngsters coming 

potential winner of an unprecedented treble when the 

Vuelta a Colombia got under way in June. 

Colombian battle
The Colombian media billed the Vuelta a Colombia as 

a straight duel between Luis Herrera, whose 1987

Vuelta victory had made him the first Colombian to

win a Grand Tour, and Fabio Parra, who had been

signed up as leader of the Spanish Kelme team after 

taking sixth place in the 1987 Tour de France.

But Mejía pushed himself right into the spotlight

from the off, winning the prologue time trial and

backing that up with victory in a 50-kilometre

individual test at the mid-race point. It required all of 

Herrera’s brilliance on the hilly time trial on the

penultimate day to relegate the precocious Mejía to 

second place on GC.

Anointed by Herrera as the rising star of Colombian 

LEFT:Mejia

(third from left)

lines up for the

1994 Tour as

world champion 

Lance

Armstrong

salutes the

crowd in Lille
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through were also better prepared for the step into the 

European scene.

Big time

Promoted into Manzana Postobón’s elite team in 1989, 

Mejía continued to blaze a trail through the national 

ranks. He successfully defended his RCN title and got 

his first taste of European racing at the end of that 

season. A year later, 23 year-old Mejía made his Grand 

Tour debut at the Vuelta. 

There were 29 Colombians among the 198 starters, 

a staggering number that reveals the vitality of the 

sport in the Andean country at that point and 

undermines regularly cited claims that Colombian 

cycling is now in its golden era. Although Nairo 

Quintana went closer than ever before to claiming the 

Tour’s yellow jersey in 2015, he started the race with 

only five of his compatriots, while 13 were selected for 

the Vuelta a few weeks later. 

Most of los escarabajos in that 1990 Vuelta lined up 

“He emerged as one of 
Miguel Indurain’s principal 
rivals for the yellow jersey”

Mejia in the 1993 Tour

with three Colombian teams, Pony Malta bolstering 

the challenge offered by Café de Colombia and 

Ryalcao-Postobón. 

These numbers were not the only indicator of the 

buoyancy of the Colombian cycling scene. Unlike the 

current era, when barely a single foreign rider of note 

participates in the major Colombian races, at that time 

most of the peloton’s leading names raced there at 

some point, including Hinault, LeMond, Fignon and 

Andy Hampsten. 

The money that attracted such illustrious names to 

race in Colombia was also spent on bringing in foreign 
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season, although Lucho Herrera’s arrival from Café de 

Colombia did at least take some of the pressure off him 

to deliver success. Steady rather than stellar at the 1991 

Tour, Mejía rode into the best young rider’s jersey on 

the race-defining 232-kilometre stage over the 

Tourmalet to Val Louron where Indurain and Claudio 

Chiappucci broke the resistance of defending 

champion LeMond. 

The Colombian retained the white jersey through 

the Alps and into Paris, where he finished 19th. This 

marked another step up the ladder, and he scampered 

up a couple more before the year was out. The 

following month he claimed the Tour of Galicia having 

won the key mountain stage, leading Colombian daily 

El Tiempo to proclaim: “Mejía finally reveals his 

talent”.

If this was something of a slur given the Postobón 

rider’s youth and rapid adjustment to the higher level 

of competition and greater depth of talent in Europe, 

El Tiempo could hardly have been more gushing when 

Mejía finished just a place outside the medals at the 

World Road Race Championship in Stuttgart 10 days 

later. 

“Álvaro Mejía follows in the footsteps of the great 

Cochise” El Tiempo’s headline crowed, comparing him 

to the iconic Colombian rider of the 1960s, Martín 

Emilio Cochise Rodríguez, who finished fourth in the 

World Amateur Road Race Championship in 1968, just 

18 months after Mejía’s birth. 

Its eulogising tone was fully justified, though. One 

of three protected riders on the Colombian team, Mejía 

was the only one of the trio able to stay in the front 

group when Spain’s Pedro Delgado attacked with two 

laps remaining. 

With 30 kilometres left, three riders went clear: 

Spain’s Indurain, Italy’s Gianni Bugno, Holland’s 

Steven Rooks. The little Colombian was the only rider 

to jump across to them, breezing across the gap with 

graceful ease. The quartet’s advantage never reached 

much more than 20 seconds on the chasers, but they 

stayed clear to the finish, where Mejía attempted to 

jump his illustrious rivals, but had to settle for fourth 

place.

“It leaves me feeling a little heartbroken because 

we had planned our strategy with a view to getting a 

medal, but things didn’t quite turn out for us,” said 

Mejía. “But there will be more world championships 

and I think that next year I will be in better condition,” 

he added. 

Motorola steps in
If he had that condition, the relentless slog that 

Postobón committed their riders to hardly enabled 

him to take advantage of it. He did enjoy occasional 

highs in 1992, notably an overall victory at the Tour of 

Murcia. But, for the most part, it was a year to forget. 

Off the pace at the Vuelta, he then quit the Tour 

after the remarkable stage to Sestrières, where 

talent, most notably legendary French DS Raphaël 

Geminiani, who took over from Mesa at Café de 

Colombia in 1986, and subsequently brought in foreign 

riders to support the homegrown talent. 

Vuelta 1990
Initially, Mejía followed the typically Colombian path 

to wider notoriety by picking up points in the 

mountains competition. 

But on the mid-race stage to the Cantabrian ski 

station of San Isidro he was in the thick of the action. 

While Spanish domestique Carlos Hernández rode off 

to claim the day’s spoils at the top of the 14-kilometre 

final ascent, the Seur and ONCE teams set about 

Banesto’s race leader, Julián Gorospe, who faltered and 

fell out of contention. 

Seur’s Marco Giovannetti inherited the lead, but it 

was Mejía who led in the elite group, finishing a couple 

of seconds clear of Tony Rominger and two more 

ahead of Miguel Indurain. 

Seventeenth overall in Madrid and second in the 

mountains competition, Mejía’s Grand Tour debut 

showed his class. But such was the strength of the 

Colombian challenge at that race that it didn’t make 

for many headlines as four of his compatriots finished 

higher in the GC, one of them, Martín Farfán taking 

the mountains title. 

Yet within a month Mejía’s was the name on 

everyone’s lips after he blitzed many of the peloton’s 

biggest names in the Dauphiné Libéré time trial 

around Lake Annecy. It was an unprecedented feat for 

a Colombian, the first victory by un escarabajo in a TT 

that mixed flat sections and rolling terrain. “He was 

the most liquid and beautiful pedaller I had seen,” 

Hampsten said of Mejía on that wet day in Annecy, 

where Johan Bruyneel, Sean Yates, Tony Rominger, 

Stephen Roche and Sean Kelly were among those who 

finished in the top 10 behind the Colombian. 

Backed up with third place on GC behind Robert 

Millar and Thierry Claveyrolat, the performance 

earned Postobón a Tour invite and suggested the 

slightly built Colombian would stand out in his first 

Grande Boucle. Although he did complete it, riding 

round in near anonymity to reach Paris in 48th place 

fell short of most expectations. 

The truth was that Postobón’s riders competed far 

too often to maintain a high level of performance. It 

would be almost unthinkable now for a 23 year-old to 

start two Grand Tours in a season, particularly having 

raced flat out since early February. 

Quintana, for example, only rode one three-week 

race in each of his first two seasons with Movistar, 

while Orica’s Esteban Chaves, winner of the Tour de 

l’Avenir in 2011, followed the usual modern-day route 

into GT racing with a start at the Vuelta in 2014.

White jersey
Mejía’s programme was no less relentless the following 

ABOVE: 1993 

Tour top six on 

GC: Indurain 

(1st), Mejia (4th), 

Rominger (2nd), 

Chiappucci (6th), 

Riis (5th) and 

Jaskula (3rd)
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Chiappucci raced like a man possessed, later reports

of his links to Dr Francesco Conconi, who was found

“morally guilty” of supplying riders with EPO, not only 

tainting the Italian’s record but also highlighting a

change of emphasis for many in terms of preparation 

for many in the peloton at that time.

Mejía later admitted that pressure from his

directors, the ubiquitous Colombian press, and fans

back home were too much to deal with. Like his

contemporary Oliverio Rincón, he opted to explore 

opportunities elsewhere.

Belgian team manager José De Cauwer lined him

up to lead a new squad backed by Donnay, but that

failed to come to fruition. He had talks with Amaya,

ONCE, Banesto and Carrera, but no contract resulted.

When the 1993 season began, he was still without a 

deal and remained in limbo until the Vuelta was

already well underway at the end of April. At that

point, Motorola offered him a chance to resurrect his

career, viewing the Colombian as an ideal lieutenant 

to Andy Hampsten in the mountains.

“We are always looking for opportunities to

strengthen our team especially in the mountains, but

climbers are a very rare breed and when we were

given the chance to add a rider like Mejia to the squad I 

leapt at the opportunity.

“Not only is he a good all-around rider but he will

help to increase the awareness of Motorola not only in

Colombia but all across South America,” the team’s

manager Jim Ochowicz announced with evident glee

for the possibilities Mejía’s arrival offered both on the 

road and off it.

But the delay in making a move to sign a proven

Grand Tour performer suggests that even Motorola

was reluctant at taking the Colombian, perhaps not so 

much because

of any perceived

lack of ability on

Mejía’s part but

because some of 

the climbers

they had

previously

taken on had

rarely offered

the support

Hampsten

needed, with

Swiss Urs

Zimmerman a 

particular

disappointment.

Reports also

suggested that

Hampsten had

to give up part

of his salary to

secure the deal,

testifying to

some reticence

in offering Mejía a deal, intimating Ochowicz was 

pushed into making his leap.

1993 season

Mejía moved to Italian city of Como in order to be close

to Hampsten and Motorola team doctor Max Testa, and 

made his debut for the American team at the 1993

Giro, riding in a support role to Hampsten, who

finished 14th. The two riders headed to the Tour four 

weeks later with the same strategy in mind. 

ABOVE:Mejia

lost time to the

top GC riders in

the 1993 Tour

time trials

BELOW:Mejia

(third from right) 

remembers

Fabio Casartelli

at the 1995 Tour
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Powered along by Sean Yates, Phil Anderson,

Frankie Andreu, Steve Bauer and US champion and

Tour debutant Lance Armstrong, Motorola finished

third in the first week’s 81-kilometre team time trial,

giving their two climbers every chance of contending

for the GC, or at least until Indurain handed his rivals a 

pasting in the mid-race Lac de Madine time trial.

Coming out of that test and prior to two tough days

in the Alps, Mejía was eighth, three minutes behind the 

Spaniard and, more significantly, four ahead of 

Hampsten.

The post-rest day stage to Serre Chevalier over the

Glandon, Télégraphe and Galibier passes sifted the

contenders from the pretenders. Rominger won it with 

Indurain in very close attendance in third.

The surprise package was Mejía, who split the two

yellow jersey favourites to finish second on the day

and leap into the same position on GC. At Isola 2000 

the next day, after crossing the Izoard, Vars and

Bonette-Restefond passes, Mejía stuck with the big

guns again, letting them set the rhythm but rarely 

looking troubled as he followed it.

The Colombian media rejoiced, El Tiempo

describing him as “a correct and improved version of

the rider he was, having looked into the abyss towards

which his capriciousness and the immaturity of youth 

had pushed him and rediscovered the right path

thanks to two fundamental aspects: good luck and his 

immense condition.”

Unsurprisingly, Mejía didn’t assess his hugely

impressive performance in quite the same way. “I’m

not the same rider I was before. The move to Motorola

gave me great confidence. In terms of the training and

organisation within the American squad things are

managed very differently to the way they are in 

Colombia,” he said.

“In addition, there is a channel of dialogue between

the rider, the coach and the team directors. The athlete

has absolute freedom to choose, with the agreement of 

the bosses, the races in which they are going to

compete and their training plan. Nothing gets imposed 

upon them.”

The final point was crucial to his success. Pushed

beyond his physical limits at Postobón, Mejía was a

fresher, more relaxed rider at Motorola. Yet he was still

not the finished article when it came to challenging for

Grand Tour honours. Flaws remained, as Hampsten 

later revealed in an interview with the Alps & 

“We are always looking for
opportunities to strengthen
our team especially in the 

mountains”
Jim Ochowicz, Motorola team manager

BELOW:

Hanging with

Indurain (in

yellow) and

Rominger — the

big hitters of the 

1993 Tour
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Andes website. 

“Alvaro liked stuff. Too much stuff, I had to nag him 

to get rid of clothes and extra junk in his pockets 

during races,” the American climber explained. “He 

didn’t ask his teammates to carry things back and 

forth to the car for him, he was too nice to ask for help. 

He suffered for it on a day in the Pyrenees from Spain 

to France when he was in the top three at the Tour.”

Still lying second the day after his former Postobón 

teammate Rincón had taken a stunning solo win in 

Andorra at the end of a stage over seven climbs, Mejía 

appeared nailed on for a podium finish in Pau. But a 

turn in the weather as the race headed back into 

France for a summit finish at St Lary Soulan enabled 

Rominger and Poland’s Zenon Jaskula to close on him.

The Colombian faltered on the final climb, but the 

damage was done on the 2,072-metre Bonaigua pass 

in Spain. “It was cold at the top and I tried to get him to 

wear more clothes, but he got cold on the descent and 

could not respond well when the attacks came on the 

final climb,” Hampsten recalled. “Everyone has a bad 

day in racing, his was only because we had cold 

weather in July. So in retrospect, he might have 

known that cold might be his weakness.”

Mejía clung on to second place “thanks to God…

and to Hampsten”, according to El Tiempo, the 

American coaxing him through the final six 

kilometres. Although he lost just 68 seconds to his 

rivals, they comprised most of the buffer he had on 

them prior to the penultimate day’s 48-kilometre time 

trial. 

His 10th place finish there did underline both his 

endurance and the extent to which he had recovered, 

but he was still almost four minutes slower than 

soaring stage winner Rominger and two slower than 

Jaskula. It meant fourth place in Paris.

There was very little sense of disappointment, 

though, and even less when he went on to win the 

Tour of Catalonia, which then had the season-end slot 

now filled by the Vuelta. 

Yet, Mejía’s status as a Grand Tour contender began 

and surprisingly ended with that 1993 Tour de France. 

Victory at the Route du Sud the next summer hinted at 

another push for yellow, but he was an anonymous 

31st in Paris having failed to finish in the top 15 on any 

single stage. He was 16th overall the year after, but still 

well behind the contenders, whose pace he was 

unable to follow. 

EPO era

That pace was, in the case of many riders, fuelled by 

EPO, which Mejía has admitted he was offered but 

refused to take. “Although I was offered it in order to 

win several Tours, I firmly declined in spite of the fact 

there was no test for it because it seemed to me that it 

could result in some kind of physical damage or risk 

and I thought: ‘I’d prefer not to have a Tour on my 

palmarès in exchange for a few extra days of clean 

living,’” he later told Ciclismo Internacional. 

It is interesting to note that Jaskula, who pipped the 

Colombian to the final podium place in the 1993 Tour, 

also failed to confirm his result wasn’t tainted. In 2007, 

he claimed he had refused to take EPO while riding for 

the GB-MG team that season, but had been dosed with 

caffeine and cortisone, which were also banned.

Although it is hard to be certain of anything in the 

murky 1990s world of professional cycling, Mejía may 

very well have been one of the great talents who lost 

out because he refused to follow what was then widely 

believed to be the necessary route to racing success. 

Indeed, it is easy to jump to the oft-touted 

conclusion that the increasing use of EPO within the 

peloton from the early 1990s blunted the natural red 

blood cell-boosting advantage that the Colombians 

gained from living at altitude. This argument can be

supported by the current resurgence in the Latin

American nation’s fortunes now that riders are tested 

more often and have their blood levels surveyed via 

the biological passport. 

High-altitude training camps have become almost 

de rigueur as part of the preparation for Grand Tour 

contenders, including Nairo Quintana, who spends 

long parts of the season training on his home roads.

However, the fact that Mejía spent more time in 

Como than Colombia during his time with Motorola 

does undermine this perspective and suggests that 

other more particular factors have to be taken into 

account. 

Mejía’s former team boss Mesa, for example, has a 

more mundane explanation for the rider’s 

disappearance from the centre stage. “Álvaro Mejía 

should have been a better cyclist than he was, but he 

lacked the necessary sacrifice and interest,” he told El 

Tiempo. 

The impression of the Colombian being a rather 

reluctant star is backed up by former Motorola PR 

Masha Lloyd. “I remember him as being very shy and 

not having many friends in the team,” she said of 

Mejía, who himself admits that among his favourite 

memories of his years in Europe are the times he spent 

with team doctors and other medical staff, quizzing 

them about that side of the sport, fuelling the interest 

“I remember him as being very shy and 
not having many friends in the team”

Masha Lloyd, Motorola PR
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that had been bubbling inside him as a teenager 

when he passed up the opportunity to study 

medicine in order to turn pro.

Career in recline
Sadly, Mejía’s racing career effectively fi nished when 

he crashed out of the fi rst late-season edition of the 

Vuelta in the fi rst week with a broken collarbone. He 

had a verbal agreement with Motorola for 1996, but 

it depended on a new sponsor that failed to emerge 

and the deal evaporated. When his brief comeback 

with the domestic Petróleos de Colombia team failed 

to achieve his expectations in 1997, he quit for good, 

his retirement coinciding with the departure of 

many of the Colombian sponsors that had backed 

cycling since the early 1980s, most notably Café de 

Colombia, Postobón, Pony Malta and Pilas Varta. 

For the next decade and more, Colombia 

returned to its previous status as a backwater as far 

as international cycling was concerned. Rather than 

turning out dozens of riders, it produced just the 

occasional big name, such as Santiago Botero, who 

was among those whose career was effectively 

ended by the Operation Puerto investigation in 

Spain, and Juan Mauricio Soler, whose career was 

ended prematurely by a bad crash at the 2011 Tour of 

Switzerland. 

It is only in the last fi ve seasons or so, and thanks 

to new teams such as Colombia es Pasión, 

Coldeportes and Team Colombia, that the conveyor 

belt of talent has been cranked into something 

approaching full working order again.

Mejía has enjoyed a renaissance too. Having 

initially devoted his spare time to indulge his love of 

music, he opted to restart his medical studies. In 

1998, he enrolled at the University of Manizales, 

graduating with merit seven years later. 

He has gone to work as a doctor for the 

Colombian national team and for the South 

American-based Movistar continental team, 

combining those roles with his medical work at the 

hospital in San Jorge de Pereira and lecturing at the 

university in the same city.

It’s quite plain that in order to make a success of 

this he has committed himself more fully than he 

did as a racer. “I’ve always liked medicine. When I 

was fi rst at the point of entering university I was 

offered the chance of becoming a professional 

cyclist, but I always kept the hope that I’d take up my 

books again one day,” he told Colombia’s El Tarde. 

“When I took the decision to retire from cycling I 

had no doubts about choosing this career. The only 

thing I failed to achieve in cycling was winning the 

Tour de France. At Motorola, the doctors and other 

professionals that I worked with told me that I could 

have won two or three Tours, that I just had to take a 

few changes, but the truth is that it all came to me a 

bit too early.”

Mejia was one of the most 

naturally gifted climbers 

of the early 1990s
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D
iego Rosa rides for Astana and, although he just

turned 27, he looks 18. It could be a testimony to

his early career as amountain biker or perhaps

there’s a fountain of youth near his home in

Corneliano d’Alba, south east of Turin. Eitherway, he

wouldn’t get served a drink in a Glasgowpubwithout

being asked for proof of age.

Rosa looks young enough to be a new

Diego Rosa raced under the radar for years. 
Starting off as a mountain biker, he then 

rode for Androni Giocattoli but, in his first 
season at Astana, his talent burst through

Words Kenny Pryde Photos Graham Watson, 

Yuzuru Sunada, Graeme Brown

Belgium, April 

2016,  Rosa 

relaxes at 

Hotel 

Malpertuus 

before Fleche 

Wallonne 
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“After the
Vuelta I

went home
but I stayed

focused
and kept
training

and I
worked

hard,
I didn’t
stop”

Rosa’s 2015 late
season success
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INTERVIEW | Diego Rosa

professional and, up until 2015,

you’d have to have studied the

results and the runes very closely

to detect a big talent. But, for the

start of the 2015 season, someone 

at Astana took a punt.

As it turned out, Rosa would

be a key component in the team

that helped Fabio Aru win the

2015 Vuelta and he followed that

up with a win in the oldest classic

still running, Milan-Turin. In his

‘local’ race Rosa took his chance

and won alone at the summit of

the Basilica di Superga. For a

rider more used to playing a

supporting role, a solo win atop a 

five kilometre climb was 

impressive.

“It was an important race for

me, it’s only 60km from my home

and I’ve done the race four times, 

so all in all I don’t look at

Milan-Turin the same way as the 

other riders, this is a really

important race for me. In the

team meeting before the start, we had Fabio (Aru) and

(Mikel) Landa, but the team saw that I was going well

at the Tre Valli Varesine and said OK, Fabio and Landa

were there for the finale, but I should attack near the

start of the climb, I should give it a go — so I attacked 

and that was it, done!”

He makes it sound easy — he won by 16 seconds

ahead of Tinkoff’s Rafal Majka who had just finished

third overall in the Vuelta and clear of Aru in third. 

In fact Milan-Turin was a race that in some

respects he ‘won’ at the Vuelta. Rather than party

hearty and celebrate his friend Aru’s Spanish triumph, 

Rosa kept his head on the job at hand.

“After the Vuelta I went home but I stayed focused

and kept training and I worked hard, I didn’t stop. I

rested a little then started riding again — I worked and

worked hard and long hours with Milan-Turin and 

Lombardy in mind.

“OK, the Vuelta was finished and we won (with

Aru, while Rosa finished 20th on GC), but I knew

those two races were good for me and, in any case,

after those two races, my season was finished, so I

could train and race hard and then after, if I was

really tired, it didn’t matter, it was finished, no 

problem!”

Three days after his solo win, Rosa was a key

player in helping Vincenzo Nibali win the Tour of

Lombardy (where he finished fifth) and kicked off the 

2016 season with a tremendous stage win in the

toughest stage in the Tour of the Basque Country,

complete with his ‘homage’ to mountain biking 

victory line celebration.

Suffer-fest

For his first year at Astana, those were a series of

impressive performances. It was not, however, his first

year as a road pro, because Rosa spent two seasons at

Androni Giocattoli, never venturing much out of Italy

with the Continental Professional team. He did start

the 2013 Tour of Italy though — and finished it too, a

feat in itself he doubted he was capable of when he 

started racing on the road.

“For anyone who races mountain bikes, it is

impossible to imagine racing on Saturday and Sunday.

At top level mountain biking it takes you three days to

recover from a race, you just feel totally dead, you’re 

just not capable of racing again for a week.

“So to do back-to-back races over a weekend is

unthinkable. Well, in my first year I did the Giro and in 

the last week I was going well, I felt strong and I

thought ‘This isn’t possible’ because I started the race

thinking, ‘OK, I’ll last a week, maybe 10 days, then I’ll 

be back home,’ but you realise it’s possible.

“It was like (Milan) San Remo, 300 kilometres long

and when I was a little kid, watching that race, seeing

them ride two and three hundred kilometers you just

think it’s impossible. I had never raced 200 kilometers

and they’re doing 300? It was the same thing in the 

Giro, to think about doing 200km every day?”

Rosa shakes his head and smiles at the recollection.

Which is not to say that he underestimated the step

from mountain biking to road racing to World Tour

classics. “Of course it was tough but I don’t think it

ever came to that point where I thought ‘I can’t do this,’ 

though it was hard in a few races when I was 

ABOVE: Rosa

put everything

into Astana’s

2015 Vuelta win

with Fabio Aru 

(in red)

LEFT:His

youthful looks 

hide an

experienced

MTB and now 

road pro
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“It was unthinkable that we would 
lose a three week race by only
three seconds! We had to win”

The 2015 Vuelta

MTB-style celebration after

winning stage five of this years

Tour of the Basque Country
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flat-out on the limit, but little by little you improve and 

the second year you feel better.”

And of course, there are always more experienced

riders around to point you in the right direction. “I was

lucky at Androni that Pellizotti was there, I shared a

room with him sometimes, and I always tried to stay

close to him in races and was always advising me.

“So many times I would say to him that my legs

were hurting, that I felt bad and he would say ‘Yeah,

me too and the same with everyone else!’ which was

really good for morale, even if he was feeling OK and it 

wasn’t true,” he laughs.

Curiously, it’s a source of wonder and curiosity for

almost anyone who rides a bike. How is it possible to

race for three weeks? Anyone who rides knows the

feelings of fatigue that come with consecutive days

racing and it was strange to hear a rider of Rosa’s

experience had precisely the same sense of wonder 

and dread when it came to tackling stage races. 

MTBback story

Talking to Rosa, he still seems to be rather bemused, a

little surprised by his surroundings and results. He

smiles and laughs a lot, shakes his head in what

appears to be disbelief, as though this former

mountain biker still hasn’t assimilated his 

circumstances and results.

After all, it’s all happened rather quickly. “When I

started riding and racing, I was a mountain biker, 100

per cent but in my last season in the under-23 category

I tried a couple of races on the road — international

races, at a good level — and I finished around the top 

10, which was encouraging.”

Rosa’s dad raced a little as an amateur but, with five

boys in the family, he hung up his bike to work as a

plumber, so there was no big history of racing in the 

family.

Given that he came late to road racing, it wouldn’t

be a shock to find that he was short on roadcraft but

he’s not been particularly crash-happy. “Even as 

Roadie stiffback
Rosa came to road cycling via

mountain biking, racing for Giant

Italia and selection for the Italian

national team in cross-country,

finishing eighth in the world

championships in 2011 in the 

under-23 class.

“I was riding and training

with road riders and I always

went OK when we were out, in

fact on most of the climbs I

would drop them, so they started

to suggest I should try road

racing,” recalls Rosa, “I think it

was a little bit of a joke, because

dropping guys in training is one 

thing, but in a race? That’s

different.” It makes his conver-

sion sound like he went from off

to on-road out of curiosity rather

than the firm conviction that he

could make a career out of it.

Rosa ended up riding for

Team Palazzago where he met

Fabio Aru for the first time,

“though I didn’t race with him

much since he had a lot of

experience and I had…nothing.”

He spent two seasons there

before he was signed by Androni

Giocattoli, at which point, the 

story takes off.

Dropping his mates

BELOW:

Winning the

Vuelta was a

massive team

effort for Rosa

and his Astana

team mates
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Training then, training now
To go from training for cross-country

mountain bike events, to racing with Pro

Continental Giocattoli and then to one of

the best-resourced World Tour teams,

Rosa has seen some changes to his

training and coaching regime.

“Maurizio Mazzoleni is my coach at

Astana. Compared to what we did at

Androni my training has changed

enormously. At Androni I was more or

less training myself, with whatever

came into my head and because I had

come from a mountain bike background

my training was quite a bit different from

the other guys anyway.

“I had to learn how to train for the

road, how to prepare for a three week

race, how to train for a 250km classic 

and so on. There was a coach at Androni,

but it was more a case of him telling me

what I was doing wrong. I was basically

training myself and getting stuff wrong.

“I was trying to work it out, but it wasn’t

easy. In the end it was about compromise

and getting to know what worked, like

me suggesting what I thought I should be

doing and him suggesting modifications.

“It was more of a dialogue — he’d say

‘OK, you’re doing five hours today’ and I’d

say ‘No, how about six?!’”

At Astana, that has changed. “This is

the first time I’ve had a coach who has

set me training that I like (laughs), that’s

structured and planned and I was happy

to try what was being suggested.

“I tried the training in the first few 

months and then saw how it went in

races — a real test! And if the race went

well, OK, we can carry on training like 

this otherwise I can tell him I was

right”(laughs).

Astana’s coaching staff clearly

believe in the benefits of altitude training

camps rather than an overloaded race

programme. Here too, Rosa has noticed

the benefits. “I did some altitude training 

with Androni too, at Sestriere.

“Last year (in 2015) we went to

altitude camp in January, then again in

March and again before the Giro. With

Androni we did two weeks just before

the Giro and that was it.” At Astana,

there’s a bit more than that, as the Vuelta 

win demonstrated.

Learning process

an amateur it was hard because I had a lot to learn, I

didn’t know which riders I had to keep an eye on,

which riders to follow, I didn’t know the races, the

roads, when to eat in a race, what to eat in a race, I

knew nothing, nothing at all of that side of the sport. 

“In team meetings before the start of races, the

manager would tell me, ‘Follow number 32,’ and that

was it, I didn’t even know what the jerseys of other

teams were, so they tried to make it as easy as possible

for me. They’d say, ‘OK, on this climb, we want you to

attack!’ and I basically followed the instructions.”

Even if Rosa started as a tactically naïve, raw road

rider, his talent and ‘engine’ got him through because

even in his first year in the top flight of amateur road

racing, he was winning and getting regularly placed in 

the top 10.

What might be more accurate is to say that he’s still

getting used to life and racing at Astana, which is a

rather different proposition to the style and set-up of 

his first, previous road squad.

The planning and preparation that went into

winning the Vuelta is illustrative of the gap between

his old team and Astana. For Rosa, team mate Fabio 

Aru’s overall victory in Spain has been a clear

highlight. “Yes, I think the best moment so far was

when we won in the Vuelta, because it’s a long race

and you work for a long time to achieve the win.

“In fact you start long before the race because you

go to altitude training camps, then a preparation race

like the Tour of Poland, then back to altitude camp for 

three weeks to work hard.

“Then in the Vuelta, is was tough because the time 

gaps between Fabio and (Tom) Dumoulin were so 

close, just seconds, which makes it hard

psychologically too, for Fabio, of course, but also for

the whole team, two days from the finish we were still 

three seconds behind Dumoulin and it was

unthinkable that we would lose a three week race by 

only three seconds! We had to win.”

Which, in the end, is precisely what they did,

attacking a cruelly exposed Dumoulin on the

penultimate stage of the race with its four mountains. 

“It was massive, really emotional.”

Rosa is still finding his way in the peloton, but early 

in 2015 Vincenzo Nibali has already paid him a

compliment that may yet come back to haunt him.

In Italian sports daily La Gazzetta dello Sport, he

said, “He’s strong, Diego Rosa, I like him a lot. Sooner

or later this one will win a Giro d’Italia.” It would be

rude to ask if he has ambitions in that direction,

because it’s clear he has, but he’s also smart enough to

know he’s got time on his side. A late blooming Rosa

you could say. Yeah, that’s right, it’s the inevitable, 

ghastly, flower-based pun…

“I was flat-out on the
limit, but little by little you

improve and the second 
year you feel better”

Diego Rosa

RIGHT: In the

climber’s jersey

which he won

after the stage

six TT at the

Basque Country
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Highlights
Diego Rosa (It), 27

Team: Astana

Pro since: 2013

2016: Stage 5 Tour of Basque

Country, 10th Liege-Bastogne-

Liege

2015 (Astana): 5th Tour of

Lombardy, 5th Strade Bianche,

20th overall Tour of Spain, 2013

Androni Giocattoli, 5th overall

Route du Sud, 22nd overall Giro 

d’Italia
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20 Stage two, 1997 
There’s plenty of sprint wins to choose from over the course of the 

infamously brash Mario Cipollini’s career — a total of 12 in fact 

— but this extraordinary effort resonates the most. Despite 

entering the fi nal few hundred metres way down in the peloton, 

‘The Lion King’ (resplendent in the yellow jersey) storms his way 

through the bunch to latch onto Erik Zabel’s wheel. Then, despite 

that already considerable effort, he swings to the right hand side 

and defeats the German in a drag race to the line.

O Stage two: Saint Valery-Forges-les-Eaux, 262km O Cipollini held 

yellow for another two stages, but Jan Ullrich was the eventual winner

19 Stage four, 1993
Team-time-trials are always praised as an 

aesthetic spectacle, but these days often 

dismissed as something of a damp squib in 

regards to their impact on the big picture of 

a Grand Tour. That wasn’t the case in 1993, 

however. For one thing the course was 81km 

long, and the main team to suffer from this 

prolonged distance was Tony Rominger’s 

CLAS team who lost two minutes. Worse 

still, they were deducted an extra minute for 

accepting too many pushes and tows, which 

put one of the strongest riders realistically 

out of contention with over two weeks still 

to go.

O�Stage four: Dinard-Avranches, 81km 

O�There was nothing Rominger could 

subsequently do to stop Miguel Indurain 

winning a third successive Tour Words Stephen Puddicombe Photos Graham Watson, 

Yuzuru Sunada, Cycle Sport archive

Incredible feats of endurance, heroic 
attacks and lightning bursts of speed 
all make up this list of epic stages
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18 Stage 22, 1991 
This stage wasn’t remembered for its winner (Dmitri Konychev, incidentally) nor for 

any particularly memorable racing, but for one catastrophic moment on the iconic 

Champs Elysees. Weaving across the road in his customary haphazard, elbows-out 

style, Djamolidine Abdoujaparov drifted too far to the right-hand side of the road and 

crashed into the barriers, going head-over-heels. Thankfully, the Uzbek was able - 

with much assistance — to limp over the fi nish line, ensuring that he completed the 

Tour and seal victory in the points classifi cation.

O Stage 22: Melun-Champs Elysees, 178km O Abdoujaparov won the points classifi cation, 

Miguel Indurain the overall
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15 Stage one, 
1990
When a four man break containing

Steve Bauer, Claudio Chiappucci,

Frans Maassen and Ronan Pensec

first formed, they would have hoped 

to stay away. What they did not

expect was to be given a whole 10

minutes by a peloton wary of the 

afternoon’s team-time-trial.

Maassen won the sprint for the stage

win, but the wider implications of

this stage only become clear later in

the race, as the other three shared

the yellow jersey between them 

almost all the way to Paris.

O Stage one: Futuroscope-

Futuroscope, 138.5km

O It was not until the race’s

penultimate stage that ultimate

winner Greg LeMond moved into the 

overall lead

17 Stage 15, 1994
Charly Gaul, Eddy Merckx, Marco Pantani, Chris Froome...and 

Eros Poli? Mont Ventoux has played host to its fair share of

legends triumphing on its slopes, but heavyweight Italian Poli

proved that a gritty underdog who stood at a gravity-bothering

6ft3in can make a name for himself here too. Having attacked

solo, he opened up a huge lead of 25 minutes, having calculated

that it ought to be enough to hold on for victory. After enduring

considerable pain on the climb’s notorious gradients he was

proven right, as he reached both the summit and the fi nish line 

40km further on as the sole leader.

O Stage 15: Montpellier-Carpentras, 231kmOMiguel Indurain

defended his overall lead on this crucial day, and went on to seal 

his fourth consecutive Tour

16 Stage 10, 1999
Every climber dreams of winning on Alpe

d’Huez and every climber also has nightmares

about crashing into the hordes of crowds that

line the hairpins to its peak. Both happened to 

Jan Ullrich’s faithful Telekom teammate

Giuseppe Guerini in the space of about two

minutes, when, just one kilometre out from the 

summit, he crashed into a spectator who

stepped out into the middle of the road to take a

photograph. Guerini picked himself back up and

rode to the finish to complete a victory made all

the more memorable by the shocking incident.

O Stage 10: Sestriere-Alpe d’Huez, 220.5kmO

Guerini posed no threat on GC to Lance Armstrong, 

who went on to win the overall
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14 Stage 13, 1997
Marco Pantani is synonymous with Alpe d’Huez, having won there at the 1995 Tour de

France and breaking the record for the fastest ever ascent in 1994, and in 1997 he went

even faster. Within kilometres of climbing he’d dropped everyone and won the stage

at a canter, completing the climb in an extraordinary time of just 37-35. Of course, we

now know that the ride was fuelled by a cocktail of performance-enhancing drugs,

but many fans — especially the tifosi — look back at Pantani’s panache with great 

affection.

O Stage 13: Saint Etienne-Alpe d’Huez, 203.5kmO Pantani could not depose Jan Ullrich, 

who went on to win the overall

13 Stage six, 1991
Few things are more romantic in cycling than

seeing a breakaway unexpectedly hold off the

bunch — even more special is when one rider does

so entirely on his own. That’s exactly what time-

trial-specialist Thierry Marie managed on this flat

stage from Arras to Le Havre, when he rode a whole 

234km at the front alone (the third-longest

successful post-war escape by a lone rider) to win

the stage. Better still, he also took hold of the yellow 

jersey for his troubles.

O Stage six: Arras-Le Havre, 259km

O Greg LeMond, Luc Leblanc and eventually Miguel

Indurain all inherited the yellow jersey after him
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11 Stage 16, 1996
The 1990s were of course the decade where EPO was awash in the peloton, 

and no stage better defi nes what the drug was capable of than Bjarne Riis’ 

ride to victory on the Hautacam climb. Despite his considerable size, the Dane 

absolutely fl ew up the climb, winning at a canter and putting minutes into 

some of the peloton’s top climbers, all the while looking as though he was 

riding within himself. In 2007, he admitted to what everyone had long 

assumed — that he had doped throughout the race to win the yellow jersey.

O Stage 16: Agen-Hautacam, 199km O Riis extended his lead to 2-42, which no 

rider was able to reduce come Paris 

12 Stage 10, 
1997
With the benefi t of hindsight we 

know that this Pyrenean stage to 

Andorra was not, as widely 

predicted at the time, the start of 

the Jan Ullrich dynasty at the 

Tour, but it was the ride that set 

up his sole overall victory. 

Attacking 10km from the 

summit on the fi nal climb the big 

German simply rode away from  

climbers such as Marco Pantani, 

Richard Virenque, and 

teammate and defending 

champion Bjarne Riis, to win the 

stage and claim the yellow jersey.

O Stage 10: Luchon-Andorra 

Arcalis, 252.5km O Ullrich moved 

into the overall lead and defended 

it all the way to Paris, winning by a 

huge 9-09
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09 Stage nine, 1999 
The climb to Sestriere at the end of this stage 

marked the beginning of dominance from 

he-who-must-not-be-named, as he attacked 

with around 7km to go to both win the stage and 

establish a fi rm grip on the maillot jaune. 

Armstrong has of course become the most 

notorious of drug cheats from the 1990s but he’s 

far from the only one, and, as the climax of the 

arc that saw him develop from cancer survivor 

to Tour champion, this stage win was at the time 

truly spectacular.

O Stage nine: Le Grand Bornand-Sestriere, 

213.5km O�Armstrong took the yellow jersey and 

defended it all the way to Paris

08 Stage 17, 1998
The 1998 Tour de France proved that off-the-bike 

shenanigans can be just as dramatic as what happens on the 

road. This was, of course, the Tour of the infamous Festina 

affair, which reached its apex on stage 17 when the peloton, 

unhappy with their treatment from the French police 

investigating doping practices, neutralised the race, even 

getting off their bikes to stage a sit-down protest halfway 

through. The peloton’s drug culture had fi nally come to the 

fore, though it would be years until those in the sport 

dropped their defensive attitude and acknowledged the 

problem. 

O Stage 17: Albertville - Aix-Les-Bains, 149km O With other top 

favourites like Richard Virenque abandoning, Marco Pantani 

went on to win the overall

10 Stage 7, 1995 
By 1995 it had become widely accepted that all Miguel Indurain 

had to do to win a Tour de France was defend on the road stages 

and gain time in the time-trials. Which made it all the more 

surprising when, on a hilly but not overly selective route through 

the Ardennes on the second Saturday of the race, he went out on 

the attack. Perhaps out of shell shock, or perhaps due to the 

Spaniard’s raw power, only Johan Bruyneel could follow. Despite 

losing to the Belgian in the sprint, Indurain had already 

managed to land a pivotal psychological blow.

O Stage 7: Charleroi-Liege, 203km O Indurain took the yellow 

jersey the following day, and defended it all the way to Paris
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06 Stage 12, 1995
There’s nothing French cycling fans like more than watching

their riders perform with panache on Bastille Day, and that’s

exactly what Laurent Jalabert did in 1995. ‘Jaja’ ignited what

looked set to be a relatively benign day in the Massif Central 

by attacking at the start of the day with two of his ONCE

teammates, putting Miguel Indurain’s yellow jersey under

serious pressure. A day-long desperate pursuit ensued,

resulting in Jalabert winning the stage and gaining over five

minutes, propelling him to third overall — but falling short of 

the overall lead.

O Stage 12: Saint Etienne-Mende, 222.5kmO Indurain

defended his lead, and went on to win a record-breaking fi fth 

consecutive Tour

07 Stage nine, 
1992
Many agree that Miguel Indurain’s

strategy of following in the mountains

and gaining time in time-trials made for

less than exciting viewing. But rewind 

back to the 1992 Tour, before this

template had become so familiar, and it

was truly stunning to see him blow his

rivals away so comprehensively in just

one-time trial. Over the course of a

65km route in Luxembourg, Big Mig

decimated the opposition, with no rider

finishing within three minutes of his

time, and his (in hindsight) main rival

Claudio Chiappucci losing 5-26 and 

effectively the race.

O Stage nine: Luxembourg-

Luxembourg, 65kmO Indurain took the 

yellow jersey four days later, and

defended it all the way to Paris
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05 Stage 15, 1998
Never one to hold back, Marco Pantani was not content to chip

away at Jan Ullrich’s overall lead heading into the Alps — he

went for broke as soon as he had the opportunity. Attacking on 

the Galibier with Les Deux Alpes still to come, Il Pirata

immediately surged ahead and built a huge gap, which he even

managed to increase on the final climb. The Italian moved into 

yellow, and the Tour was effectively won that day.

O Stage 15: Grenoble-Les Deux Alps, 189kmO Pantani moved into 

the overall lead and defended it all the way to Paris

04 Stage seven, 
1996
This Alpine stage had already been full of

incident before the moment it’s famous for

occurred — the yellow jersey Stephane Heulot

had abandoned, Laurent Jalabert had been

dropped, and Alex Zulle had crashed twice. But

then, on the climb to Les Arcs, the unthinkable

happened — the hitherto invincible Miguel

Indurain was dropped, ultimately finishing over

four minutes behind stage winner Luc Leblanc

and, crucially, losing three minutes to his GC

rivals in just three kilometres. Though he

sighted hunger knock for his troubles, the

decline was terminal, as he slipped further out 

of overall contention as the race went on.

O Stage seven: Chambery-Les Arcs, 200km

O Indurain ultimately finished 11th overall, and 

Bjarne Riis inherited his title
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02 Stage 16, 
1990
After two-and-a-half weeks gradually

closing the gap following a misjudged

opening stage this Pyrenean queen stage

was the day Greg LeMond finally moved

to within touching distance of Claudio 

Chiappucci’s yellow jersey.

The Italian did not go down without a

fight — in fact it was he who made the

first move with a surprise attack early on 

the Col d’Aspin.

But LeMond remained calm, caught

him at the foot of the final Luz-Ardiden

climb, then dropped him with the day’s

stage winner Miguel Indurain to move to 

within just fi ve seconds of the yellow 

jersey.

O Stage 16: Blagnac-Luz Ardiden, 215km

O LeMond went on to move into yellow 

and seal overall victory in the fi nal 

time-trial  

 

03 Prologue, 
1994
It takes a lot to beat Miguel Indurain in a 

time-trial — in this case, the fastest

time-trial in recorded history (before

Rohan Dennis broke the record at last

year’s Tour, at least). The erstwhile track

specialist Chris Boardman had geared all

his pre-race preparation into just these 

7.2 kilometres, and the result was

astonishing as he flew at an average

speed of 55.152kph. The image of Brits in

the maillot jaune may since become an

almost overfamiliar sight, but seeing

Boardman become the first to wear the

famous jersey since Tom Simpson 32

years earlier was at the time a major

moment for British cycling.

O Prologue: San Sebastian, 7.2kmO

Unperturbed, Indurain went on to win the 

other two time-trials and the overall
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Rarely has the Tour seen a move so

audacious and thrilling than this

masterpiece from Claudio Chiappucci. 

Heading into the first genuine

mountain stage of the 1992 Tour, the

Italian was already a considerable 3-27

behind hot favourite for the overall

Miguel Indurain, so was keen not only

to gain time in his favourite terrain, but

to also make a statement of intent.

And what a statement it was. With

200km and several huge cols still to

ride, he embarked on a seemingly

suicidal attack. He established a

considerable gap ahead of the peloton 

but, having recklessly committed

himself to riding mostly alone over the 

day’s many climbs, descents and 

valleys, was expected to be reeled in as

tiredness inevitably consumed him.

Heading into Sestriere (the final 

climb of the day) his lead had

plummeted to around a minute, and 

that catch looked imminent. Yet

somehow the visibly exhausted

Italian, surrounded by an adoring

tifosi, dug deep on the climb, and held

off even the pursuing Indurain to seal

a famous victory that harked back to

the days of Fausto Coppi and Gino 

Bartali.

It was a performance unbelievable

for several reasons. Firstly, the sheer 

fearlessness and disregard for

received racing wisdom was shocking

to behold, and watching him somehow

pull it off defied common sense.

And, knowing what we now know

about Chiappucci in particular and

cycling in the 1990s in general, it’s 

pretty inconceivable that this

remarkable performance was

achieved without chemical assistance. 

Perhaps that seedy underlying

factor makes this stage a fitting choice

for our number one stage of the 1990s. 

This was a decade defined by

implausible displays, and none were

more freakish than Chiapucci’s day in 

the Alps.

O Stage 13: St Gervais-Sestriere, 

254.5km

O The attack was not enough to claim

the yellow jersey ahead of Indurain

01
Stage 13, 1992
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The Racing Month

Tour de 

Romandie

› April 26-May 1 › Switzerland 

› 705km
Nairo Quintana (Movistar) is beginning 

to look like the Tour de France frontrun-

ner, following his overall victory at the 

Volta a Catalunya a month earlier with 

another here in Romandie. He won the 

fi rst summit fi nish to Morgins (though 

only after Katusha’s Ilnur Zakarin was 

demoted for diverting from his sprinting 

line), then defended it adroitly in the 

time-trial and following mountainous 

stages. 

Chris Froome (Sky), by contrast, was 

way down on GC, though did show signs 

of improving form with a spectacular 

breakaway win, while the new, 

improved Thibaut Pinot (FDJ) 2.0 

managed to win the time-trial to fi nish 

second overall. 

Overall classifi cation 

1 Nairo Quintana (Col) Movistar 

6-20-20; 2 Thibaut Pinot (Fr) FDJ at 

0-19; 3 Jon Izagirre (Sp) Movistar at 

0-23; 4 Ilnur Zakarin (Rus) Katusha at 

0-26; 5 Tom Dumoulin (Ned) Giant-

Alpecin; 6 Rui Costa (Por) Lampre-Meri-

da at 1-12; 7 Simon Spilak (Slo) Katusha 

at 1-16; 8 Mathias Frank (Swi) IAM 

Cycling; 9 Bauke Mollema (Ned) 

Trek-Segafredo at 1-24; 10 Tejay van 

Garderen (USA) BMC at 1-27

 

Prologue J. Izagirre; stage 1 Marcel Kittel 

(Ger) Etixx-QuickStep; stage 2 N. 

Quintana; stage 3 T. Pinot; stage 4 Chris 

Froome (GB) Sky; stage 5 Michael 

Albasini (Swi) Orica-GreenEdge

Results and reports from Romandie where Nairo Quintana continued to impress and 
in the UK where the Tour de Yorkshire once again drew massive crowds

Words Stephen Puddicombe Photos Graham Watson, Yuzuru Sunada, Andy Jones

Nairo Quintana impressed in 

Romandie this spring
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Armitstead attacked in front of an 

enthusiastic home  crowd

Women’s Tour    

de Yorkshire 

› April 30 › Great Britain › 136.5km
So it turns out Lizzie Armitstead (Boels Dolmans) is 

beatable after all. All it takes is a fl at, straightforward 

course and a block headwind to take the sting out of her at-

tacks and swing the advantage in favour of the bunch 

sprinters. 

Armitstead, Leah Kirchmann (Liv-Plantur) and Doris 

Schweizer (Cyclance) nevertheless still came within 2km of 

holding off the bunch, but with Hitec Products and 

Wiggle-High5 hungry for a sprint there was little chance of 

them succeeding. 

The former’s Kirsten Wild came out on top of the latter’s 

Lucy Garner in the eventual dash for the line. 

Result

1 Kirsten Wild (Ned) Hitec Products 3-22-26; 2 Lucy 

Garner (GB) Wiggle-High5; 3 Floortje Mackaij (Ned) 

Liv-Plantur; 4 Alice Barnes (GB) Great Britain National 

Team; 5 Marta Bastianelli (It) Ale Cipollini; 6 Anna Trevisi 

(It) Ale Cipollini; 7 Jennifer George (GB) Drops; 8 Nicola 

Juniper (GB) Ford Ecoboost; 9 Nicole Moerig (Aus) Podium 

Ambition; 10 Evie Richards (GB) Great Britain National 

Team all at same time
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KNOW THIS | The Racing Month

Men’s Tour de 

Yorkshire 

› April 29-May 1 › Great Britain › 
517.5km
It’s only two editions old, but the Tour 

de Yorkshire is fast becoming an 

annual showdown between the 

ruthless Team Sky machine and lone 

Gallic warrior Thomas Voeckler (Direct 

Energie). 

Last year Sky’s Lars Petter Nord-

haug beat Voeckler to the overall, but 

this time, when the Frenchman was the 

only rider to stay with Sky representa-

tive Nicolas Roche on the race’s 

defi nitive hilly stage, he outfoxed his 

opponent in the fi nal sprint to seal 

overall victory for himself. 

Sky at least had the consolation of a 

Danny van Poppel bunch sprint win, 

while Dylan Groenewegen (LottoNL-

Jumbo) triumphed in the opening 

sprint to Settle. 

Overall classifi cation 

1 Thomas Voeckler (Fr) Direct Energie 

13-05-16; 2 Nicolas Roche (Ir) Sky at 

0-06; 3 Anthony Turgis (Fr) Cofi dis at 

0-16; 4 Adam Yates (GB) Orica-

GreenEdge at 0-17; 5 Steven Kruijswijk 

(Ned) LottoNL-Jumbo at 0-21; 6 Lars 

Petter Nordhaug (Ned) Sky at 0-41; 7 

Gianni Moscon (It) Sky; 8 Nikias Arndt 

(Ger) Giant-Alpecin at 1-13; Serge 

Pauwels (Bel) Dimension Data at 1-20; 

10 Dion Smith (NZ) ONE Pro Cycling at 

1-21 

Stage 1 Dylan Groenewegen (Ned) 

LottoNL-Jumbo; stage 2 Danny van 

Poppel (Ned) Sky; stage 3 T. Voeckler 

Victory on stage three sealed the 

win for France's Thomas Voeckler
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Tour of 
Chongming 
Island 
› May 6-8 › China › 352km
A race that has its sprint for the King 

of the ‘Mountains’ classifi cation at 

the top of a bridge hardly sounds like 

one for the climbers, and indeed the 

Tour of Chongming Island produced, 

as expected, three bunch sprints. 

Neither went by without incident, 

however, and emerging Taiwanese 

talent Huang Ting-ying (Taiwan 

National Team) had to overcome 

optimistic late attacks on stage one 

and a dramatic crash in the fi nale of 

stage three to win her two stages. 

Crosswinds also briefl y threat-

ened to blow the GC wide open on 

stage two, but ultimately it was the 

time bonuses gained in both the 

fi nal and, crucially, intermediate 

sprints that handed overall victory to 

Chloe Hosking (Wiggle-High5). 

Overall classifi cation 

1 Chloe Hosking (Aus) Wiggle-

High5 8-30-56; 2 Huang Ting-ying 

(Tai) Taiwan National Team at 0-01; 

3 Leah Kirchmann (Can) Liv-Plantur 

at 0-05; 4 Annalisa Cucinotta (It) 

Ale-Cipollini at 0-11; 5 Roxane 

Fournier (Fr) Poitou-Charentes.

Futuroscope.86 at 0-12; 6 Jip van 

den Bos (Ned) Parkhotel Valkenburg 

at 0-17; 7 Ilona Hoeksma (Ned) 

Parkhotel Valkenburg at same time; 

8 Emilie Moberg (Nor) Hitec 

Products at 0-18; 9 Olena Pavlukhi-

na (Aze) BTC City Ljubljana; 10 

Eugenia Bujak (Pol) BTC City 

Ljubljana 



TOUR STAGES

Words Stephen Puddicombe Photos Graham Watson, Yuzuru Sunada

103rd

July 2 – 24

Tour
A Normandy start and 
traditional anti-clockwise 
route through the Pyrenees and Alps

de
France
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Mont 

Ventoux 

awaits the 

peloton on 

stage 12 

this year

For the fi rst time since 2011, 

ASO have made the bold and 

radical decision to start this 

year’s Tour de France in, of all 

places, mainland France. Only 

just, though - the stage traces 

the north-western border just a 

pebbles’ toss away from the 

islands of Jersey and Guernsey 

before fi nishing at Utah Beach. 

Any Brits planning on taking 

the Eurostar to see the race live 

will have the added bonus of 

visiting the exceedingly 

beautiful Mont-Saint Michel, the 

medieval abbey situated on a 

tidal causeway island that 

provides the stunning backdrop 

for the stage’s departure. 

Favourites 
Recent history suggests Marcel 

Kittel (Etixx-QuickStep) will be 

the man to beat - following his 

brace of stage wins at the start 

of the Giro last month, he’s now 

won the opening road stage in 

each of the last four Grand Tours 

he’s entered. The parcours plays 

hugely in his favour too, with 

barely a lump in the road to 

disrupt the inevitable proces-

sion to a mass sprint. 

The fi rst bunch fi nish of a 

Grand Tour is, however, never 

straightforward; eager 

sprinters hoping to make an 

early impression and anxious 

GC riders desperate to stay near 

the front out of trouble all 

contribute to a cocktail of 

nervous energy that often 

culminates in crashes. 

Plan B 
With so much of the stage in 

such close proximity to the 

coast, the one factor that could 

complicate matters today are 

crosswinds, which could see 

echelons forming all across the 

road if conditions are blustery 

enough.  

Any teams wanting to cause 

terminal splits in the bunch will 

have to be willing to take the 

incentive early and ride hard all 

day - only the fi rst half of the 

stage is bound to the coast 

before the peloton heads 

northeast to the fi nish. 

Stage 1 | Saturday July 2 

188km | Flat stage | 1/5  

Mont Saint-
Michel › Utah 
Beach, Sainte-
Marie-du-Mont

Marcel Kittel
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The 2016 Grand Depart may

have lacked the exotic foreign

locations that have character-

ised recent Tours, but the

organisers can still barely

contain their wanderlust as we

again skirt the northern

border, finishing at Cherbourg-

Octeville, a city famous for its

port and transport links to

England and Ireland.

The Titanic successfully

called in here before meeting

its fate at the bottom of the

Atlantic Ocean, which could

provide a fitting metaphor for

what awaits whichever

puncheur takes yellow on

today’s hill-top finish once the 

race reaches the serious 

mountains.

Favourites
Whichever sprinter is in the

maillot jaune following

yesterday’s stage better not

get too attached to wearing it,

as there’s very little chance of

them hauling their beefy

muscular frame up the 6 per

cent kick at the top of the Cote

de la Glacerie, let alone the

3km of uphill riding that

precede it.

Usually this is the kind of 

finish the dastardly Alejandro

Valverde (Movistar) would

gobble up, but his legs are

likely to still be tired from the

Giro, leaving anyone from

Peter Sagan (tinkov), Greg van

Avermaet (BMC) and Julian

Alaphilippe (Etixx-QuickStep)

to possibly even Michael

Matthews (Orica-GreenEdge)

and Bryan Coquard (Direct

Energie) as potential winners.

Plan B
Unlike most of the uphill finish-

es in the early stages of last

year’s Tour, this finishing climb 

is relatively long and will

require a sustained effort

rather than a sprint.

With the steepest section of

14 per cent about halfway up,

there is a chance for GC

hopefuls to gain an advantage

over their rivals, rather than

just conserving a position at

the front to ensure they don’t 

lose any time.  

Stage 2 | Sunday July 3

182km | Uphill finish | 2/5

Michel Saint-Lo   
› Cherbourg-
Octeville

After a weekend riding around

the coast, the peloton begins

the long trek south that will

eventually see them reach the

Pyrenees. As we exit Norman-

dy and move further into

mainland France, all the

familiar sights we know and

love about the Tour are

present, from vineyards,

sunflower fields and plenty of

chateaus (especially the monu-

mental 17 towers that make up

the monumental castle

fortress in the finishing town of

Angers). Which is just as well,

as the 200km of racing that

precede the inevitable bunch

sprint is likely to be proces-

sional.

Favourites
Kittel may still

look unbeat-

able at this

early stage of a

Grand Tour, but

there’s a plethora of other top

sprinters plotting to get the

better of him. Chief among

them is Andre Greipel

(Lotto-Soudal), who rode the

Tour of his life last year to

dominate the bunch sprints in

Kittel’s absence and claim a 

total of four wins. 

The thought of the two

heavyweights going head-to-

head is a mouth-watering one,

and will do wonders for the

ratings of German network TV,

that is broadcasting the Tour

for the first time since 2011. 

Plan B
There will be a breakaway, and 

it will feature an eager

Frenchman

from Fortuneo-

Vital Concept, a

Bora Argon rider 

we’ve never

heard of,

whichever

Lampre-Merida

rider drew the short straw on

the team bus that morning, and

Thomas Voeckler. Of course,

there’s always a chance that

it’ll stay away to the finish and 

contest the stage win, but

that’s about as likely as

someone like Leicester City

winning the Premier League.

Stage 3 | Monday July 4

222km | Flat stage | 1/5  

Granville  
› Angers

“There will be a
break and it will
feature an eager 

Frenchman”

Alejandro Valverde Marcel Kittel
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We can only hope Phil and Paul

are well-equipped with plenty

of trivia from the roadbook

heading into today’s stage, or

else it might be something of a

snoozefest. At 232km in total,

it’s even longer than yester-

day’s slog — in fact, this is the

longest stage of the whole

Tour, and there’s not much en

route between the start in the

historic town of Saumur and

finish further south in Limoges

to keep things

exciting.

Neverthe-

less, there’s

plenty of

beautiful countryside to enjoy,

and an uphill finish will ensure

an exciting finish with a

different set of names that

have contested the bunch 

sprints up until now.  

Favourites
We joke a lot about how often

Peter Sagan (Tinkoff) comes

second, and indeed his run of

ten runner-up finishes at the

Tour since his last stage win in

2013 is something of a freakish 

statistical anomaly. But

sometimes a stage comes

along that is so perfectly suited

to his particular talents that 

we’re willing to put our neck

on the line and predict a win

for him.

With an uphill rise to the

finish in front of Limoges city

hall that is steep

enough to

hinder the pure

sprinters but

not the

puncheurs and climbers, this is 

one such stage. 

Plan B
The closer the riders get to the

finish in Limoges the bumpier

the terrain becomes, as they

reach the outskirts of the hilly

Massif Central region of

France. So there is at least a

little encouragement for any

riders thinking of putting an

attack in - especially if, like us,

the others see a sprint finish as

a shoe-in for Sagan, and

therefore leave Tinkoff to do

all the work to chase down any 

breaks. 

Stage 4 | Tuesday July 5

232km | Uphill finish | 2/5  

Saumur

› Limoges

The previous two lengthy rides

south have been all about

reaching the Massif Central,

the hilly area in central France

where today’s stage is set. If

the Alps and the Pyrenees are

the Hollywood blockbusters of

the Tour, action-packed

thrillers where the big stars

theatrically take lumps out of

each other, then the Massif

Central is the equivalent of an

understated, smaller-budget

independent film that might

become a surprise hit. The

climbing is not as ferocious,

but tricky enough to poten-

tially cause drama.

Today’s stage has been

designed so that the climbs will

have maximum impact - the

Pas de Peyrol, Col du Perthus

and Col de Font de Cere are all

concentrated in the fi nal 35km. 

Favourites
This is going to be an intriguing

finish. The severity of the 8 per

cent average gradient over the

first two hills means the bunch

is guaranteed to thin out

substantially, but the gentler

average of 5.8 per cent over

the 3.3km final Font de Cere

climb is not difficult enough to 

encourage GC riders to 

attempt to gain any time, so a

sprint from a reduced bunch

looks possible. With an uphill

kick to the finish, it should suit

climbers with a punchy finish 

like Joaquin Rodriguez 

(Katusha).

Plan B
With no momentum-sapping

flat sections in-between the

three climbs, there’s enough to 

encourage riders feeling

strong who don’t fancy

themselves in a sprint to go for

a long-range attack.

The steepest sections of

the Peyrol and the Perthus

occur towards their peak,

making them perfect

platforms for attacks over the

top followed by a committed

descent. Canny riders always

alert to the possibility of

breaking clear out of the bunch

like Tony Gallopin (Lotto-

Soudal) are worth keeping an 

eye on.

Stage 5 | Wednesday July 6

216km | Hilly stage | 3/5  

Limoges

› Le Lioran

“Might be a
snoozefest”

Peter Sagan Joaquin Rodriguez
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The peloton head south

through the Midi-Pyrenees

region before finishing in

Montauban, where news broke

in 1998 linking the TVM team

to over 100 ampules of EPO, to

further escalate the Festina

Affair.

It’s a straightforward sprinters’

stage, which, if we were partial

to throwing our toys out of the

pram, is slightly disappointing

given how spoilt we all were

with the spectacle of a cobbled

stage around this time during

the previous two Tours. But

then again not to include a flat

parcours here and there would

be a disservice to the many

world class fastmen currently

in the peloton and eager to

make an

impression at 

the Tour.

Favourites
The once imperial Mark

Cavendish (Dimension Data)

can perhaps only claim to be

the third quickest sprinter in

the peloton these days behind

Marcel Kittel (Etixx-QuickStep)

and Andre Greipel (Lotto-

Soudal), but he is still capable

of beating them.

Historically, the Manxman 

tends to make a slow start at

the Tour, and it tends to be

around this time halfway into

week one that he comes good

— at the 2008, 2010 and 2011

Tours he opened his account

on stage 5, and last year his

sole win came on stage 7.    

Plan B
As the route heads out of the

Massif Central the terrain is

still somewhat rolling, which

could play into

the hands of

riders looking to

form a

breakaway. If

some strong riders get into the

day’s break, and if the bunch

leaves it till late to attempt to

reel them in, there’s always a

possibility that they won’t be

caught - coming off the back of

such a difficult finish the stage

before, the prospect of hunting

down the break might prove

too much for the peloton. 

Like a scene early in a horror

film that builds suspense only

to reveal that that creepy noise

coming from the cellar was just

an innocent cat, stage 7 brings

the tension of this Tour to the

boil with the inclusion of the

Col d’Aspin, before calming

everything down with a

descent to the finish.

It’s a wise move on the part

of the organisers — the first

excursion into the mountains

in recent Tours have culmi-

nated in summit finishes, that

were all too straightforward

for Sky to execute their

master-plan and grab a firm

grip on the race. The 6km

descent to the picturesque

Payolle lake, by contrast,

complicates things, providing

respite for anyone dropped on

the climb and potentially

setting up some death-defying 

downhill racing.

Favourites
The Col d’Aspin is a Tour

favourite, a long (12km) and

steady (the gradient rarely dips

below 6 per cent and never

rises into double figures) effort

that only a handful of the Tour’s 

best climbers will still be in 

contention after.

However, it’s the subsequent

downhill run to the finish that

will determine the stage

winner, which could favour an

aggressive descender like

Romain Bardet (AG2R), who

won a similar stage to Pra Loup 

at last year’s Criterium du 

Dauphine.

Plan B
Although the descent is likely

to be enough to put off any of

the major favourites from

showing their hands at this

early stage of the race, with a

rider like Alberto Contador

(Tinkoff) competing you can 

never take anything for

granted.

If he’s feeling good he may

see this as an opportunity to

ambush his rivals, which would

explode this race into life and

ask a serious question of Sky’s

plans to control the race in 

their usual manner. 

Stage 7 | Friday July 8

162km | Medium mountain 

stage | 3/5

L’Isle-Jourdain
› Lac de Payolle

Stage 6 | Thursday July 7

187km | Flat stage | 1/5  

Arpajon-sur-
Cere › Montauban 

Mark Cavendish Romain Bardet

“Still somewhat 
rolling”
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Following yesterday’s teaser,

this is the first full day in the

mountains of this year’s Tour.

And it looks like a potential

thriller too. If the Pyrenees

were a band, this would be

their greatest hits compilation,

with the Col du Tourmalet,

Hourquette d’Ancizan, Col de

Val Louron and Col de

Peyresourde all featuring.

It’s going to

be an

energy-sap-

ping day that

will shred the

bunch to bits,

though again,

like yesterday, a 14.5km

descent from the top of the

Peyresourde to the finish at

the spa town of Luchon will

take the edge off the battle

among the GC favourites. 

Favourites
The GC juggernauts of Sky,

Tinkoff, Astana and Movistar

will all be active at the front

today, but that final descent

may deter them from really

pushing on the Peyresourde.

Consequently the day’s break

has a decent chance of

surviving, which will likely be

filled with decent climbers

hoping to stockpile points in 

the mountains classification.

Look out for Alessandro De

Marchi (BMC) and Thomas de

Gendt (Lotto-Soudal), who are

exactly the kind

of masochistic

weirdos that

actually seem to

enjoy such

torturous days

in the saddle,

and who could also be eyeing 

up the polka-dot-jersey. 

Plan B
Any GC hopeful who has seen

their hopes for a high placing

already gone up in flames via

any careless or unfortunate

time loses (we’re looking at

you, Pierre Rolland) might see

this stage as a chance to

bounce back and go for a stage

win. Anyone who has lost

enough time to no longer be

considered a threat to the

overall will be given leeway to

get into a break, and will be

difficult to bring back if in top 

climbing form. 

Stage 8 | Saturday July 9

183km | Mountain stage  

4/5

Pau › Bagneres-
de-Luchon

We can picture Dave Brailsford 

and co in a darkened room

studiously poring over the

roadbook shortly after the

route was announced last

October, and drawing a big

circle around this stage.

As the first summit finish of

the Tour, and with four other

climbs thrown in for good

measure, this could be the

race’s definitive stage. The

Andorran finishing climb of

Arcalis has baptised Tour

champions in the past. This

was where, in 2009, Alberto

Contador attacked Astana

teammate Lance Armstrong

with a late attack to prove him-

self the strongest rider both in

his team and the whole race,

and also where a 23 year-old 

Jan Ullrich won to set up

overall victory in 1997.

Favourites
Chris Froome laid the

foundations for both his Tour

victories in 2015 and 2013 with

dominant performances on the

first summit finishes atop La

Pierre Saint Martin and Ax 3

Domaines respectively and at

10.1km in length and with an 

average gradient of 7.2 per

cent, the Arcalis is comparable

to both.

If Sky are to execute the

same plan again this year,

they’ll have to do so without

Richie Porte, the man who

played a key role and finished

second behind Froome in both

stages. He’ll be competing

against them in BMC’s colours 

this time round. 

Plan B
If the favourites turn out to be

evenly matched on the Arcalis

climb, they could slow towards

the top and start to tentatively

look at each other rather than 

commit to an attack. That

would give other riders

perceived to be less threaten-

ing a chance to slip off the front 

unmarked. Dan Martin

(Etixx-QuickStep) won in a

similar fashion in 2013 and, if

allowed off Alberto Contador’s

leash, Rafa Majka (Tinkoff) is

canny and explosive enough to

capitalise on such a scenario.  

Stage 9 | Sunday July 10

184km | Mountain stage  

5/5

Vielha Val
d’Aran
› Andorra-
Arcalis 
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Any country that deems it

necessary to spend about a

fiver on its entire defence

budget, and that counts

furniture and cigars among its

major exports, sounds like one

hell of a chilled-out place to

spend a rest day. The riders

can’t afford to get too relaxed

on yesterday’s day-off in

Andorra, however, as they

must tackle one more climb in

the form of the relentlessly

long Port d’Envalira, before

leaving the Pyrenees for good.

After descending that climb 

they head northwards and

cross the border back into

France for a finish in Revel,

with only one small climb in

the final 6km left in terms of 

significant obstacles.  

Favourites
Coming out of a rest day

there’s bound to be plenty of

rusty legs in the peloton as

riders make the adjustment

from playing solitaire all day

back to racing, especially on

the Port d’Envalira.

That climb should see

plenty of early attacks from

canny wannabe stage winners, 

provided they have lost

enough time to not be

considered a threat on GC.

Steve Cummings

(Dimension Data) is the master

of capitalising in stages like

this, just as he did last year

when he defeated French

starlets Thibaut Pinot and

Romain Bardet to yet further

widen the smug smiles worn

by British journalists in the 

press room.  

Plan B
The Port d’Envalira is tough

enough to distance the purer

sprinters, but the fact it

features so early means it will

be raced slowly and provides

time for any dropped riders to

catch back on.

If enough sprinters are

feeling fresh, and if enough of

their teams consequently

commit to riding at the front,

they could catch the break and

set-up a reduced bunch fi nish.

Today’s stage finishes in

Montpellier, which Tour history

tells us means one thing — a

sprint finish. Like the brief

moment of relief after having

jumped out of the frying pan

and before being consumed by

the flames of the fire, the city

of Montpellier is positioned

almost equidistant to the Alps

and the Pyrenees, and has

proven a popular destination

by the Tour organisers over the

years as they plot the route

from one mountain range to

the next.

There are few hills of any

description, so the peloton

might actually be able to enjoy

the beautiful scenery and likely 

warm weather of southern 

France.

Favourites
A recap of the recent winners

at Montpellier reveals it to be a

haven for pure sprinters, with

Andre Greipel, Mark Cavendish

and Robbie McEwen all having

won in 2013, 2011 and 2005

respectively.

Marcel Kittel (Etixx-Quick-

Step) looks like the most

natural name to continue that

sequence, but to date only four 

of his ten Grand Tour stage 

wins have occurred after the

first rest day, and two of those

were on the Champs Elysees.

Fatigue will be an increasingly

key factor this deep into a

Grand Tour, so perhaps a more

multifaceted sprinter with an

ability to recover well like

Alexander Kristoff (Katusha) 

can win today. 

Plan B
With the Mediterranean coast

nearby, the peloton will be

exposed to the sea breeze for

the first time since the start of

the opening week and that

could mean crosswinds.

Riders will be mentally as

well as physically weary by

this stage of the race, making

them more vulnerable to being

caught out should any teams

decide to attack in the wind -

just as Omega Pharma-Quick-

Step and Saxo-Tinkoff did on

the memorable stage to Tours 

in 2013. 

Stage 11 | Wednesday July 13 

164km | Flat stage | 1/5

Carcassonne
› Montpellier 

Stage 10 | Tuesday July 12

198km | Medium mountain

stage | 2/5

Escaldes-
Engordany   
› Revel 

Steve Cummings Alexander Kristoff
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FEATUREXXX | Rider name xxxxx

By the time they reach the

summit of the famously brutal,

15.7km-long Mont Ventoux

that hosts today’s stage finish,

gasping for breath in the thin

air and legs aching from a

gradient that has barely dipped

below 9 per cent, many riders’

GC hopes will be as dead as the 

baron, vegetation-free

landscape that surrounds

them.

That was the case here in

2013 when, also on Bastille

day, Chris Froome (Sky)

claimed an historic victory

with an astonishing attack,

increasing his cadence to virtu-

ally that of a sprinter with over

7km still to climb, to all but win 

the Tour.

Favourites
It says a lot about where the

French now perceive their

strengths to lie that, for the

fourth year running, Bastille

Day will be celebrated with a

major mountain stage. In the

past France’s national holiday

would coincide with the kind of

rolling stages that local riders

like Richard Virenque, Laurent

Jalabert and David Moncoutie

would specialise at, now the

organisers seem to have

sufficient faith in the new

generation of climbers to

deliver national glory. Thibaut

Pinot (FDJ) is the pick of the

bunch, and we’ll find out today

whether he’s developed

enough to compete with

Quintana, Froome and 

Contador.

Plan B
On a climb as punishing as

Mont Ventoux, there isn’t much

scope for alternative strategies

beyond digging deep into the

suitcase of courage and

dragging yourself to the top.

With no serious mountains

coming before it, there isn’t

even much of a chance for

climbers to gain a head-start

by getting into the day’s break.

But it’s not impossible, witness

Juan Manuel Garate when he

won that way in a similarly

designed stage that fi nished 

here in 2009.

It’s a day dreaded equally by

pint-sized Spanish climbers,

maths-averse television

commentators, and aerody-

namics experts forced to

watch Fabio Aru attempt to

reign in his flailing limbs into a 

position at least vaguely

streamlined.

Although sometimes

dismissed as dull, the

guarantee of a huge shake-up

in the GC will make today’s

race against the clock full of

intrigue — just be sure to equip

yourself with a copy of the

overall standings, a pen and

paper, and a calculator.

If that still isn’t enough to

wrestle control of the

household TV remote, the

series of stunning gorges that

make up today’s beautiful

backdrop in the Ardeche

should persuade even

non-cycling fans to tune in. 

Favourites
With Tom Dumoulin (Giant-

Alpecin) absent and Fabian

Cancellara (Trek-Segafredo)

not quite as quick as he once

was, the stage is set for Tony

Martin (Etixx-QuickStep) to 

win a first Grand Tour

time-trial since the 2014

Vuelta.

It’s hilly, which will limit the

amount of gains Chris Froome

(Sky) can make over Alberto

Contador (Tinkoff) and Nairo

Quintana (Movistar), but there

will still be a considerable gulf

between the times posted by

specialists like BMC duo Tejay

van Garderen and Richie Porte,

and the likes of Joaquin

Rodriguez (Katusha) and Fabio 

Aru (Astana). 

Plan B
There is one major variable

that can’t be controlled — the

weather.

As demonstrated during

the long time-trial at this year’s

Giro, fluctuating conditions can

drastically shape the end

results, with those fortunate

enough to be out on the road

when the surface is dry

handed a significant advantage

over those forced to battle the 

elements. 

Stage 13 | Friday July 15

37km | Individual time-trial 

stage | 4/5

Bourg-Saint-
Andeol › La
Caverne du
Pont-d’Arc

Stage 12 | Thursday July 14

185km | Mountain stage | 5/5

Montpellier
› Mont Ventoux
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Following a couple of days

spent deep in existential

contemplation of why exactly

they chose a day job that

involves so much suffering, the

sprinters will enjoy a welcome

reminder of their purpose here

at the Tour de France — to win

stages like this.

And with the Alps nearby to

the east, today’s finish in

Villars-les-Dombes - which

also happens to be a bird park

— may be the last chance they

get until Paris. Will Marcel

Kite-el take the win? Or will

Andre Greip-owl triumph?

Perhaps even Bryan Cock-ard 

(we’ll stop now).

Favourites
Nacer Bou-hen-ni (sorry, we’ll

definitely stop this time) won a

sprint that finished at

Villars-les-Dombes when the

Criterium du Dauphine visited 

in 2015, so may fancy his

chances today.

The Frenchman has now

won multiple times at both the

Giro and the Vuelta, but

continues to appear cursed at

the Tour, having been forced to 

abandon early in both 2013

and 2015, and not even being

selected in 2014 following a

fall-out with team manage-

ment. It’ll be a tricky task

overcoming this year’s stellar

field to land a win, but his

experience of having won here

before makes today as good a 

chance as any. 

Plan B
If any location reminds us of

how weird things can happen

at any time at the Tour, it’s

Montelimar.

It was here where, in 2006,

a group containing Oscar

Pereiro arrived a whopping

half hour ahead of the peloton,

dramatically putting the

Spaniard into the yellow jersey

that (following a positive drugs

test for Floyd Landis) he would 

go on to win.

Even on a stage as

innocuous-looking as this, the

peloton can’t afford to doze. 

We’re back in the Alps for a

taste of what’s to come in the

even tougher final week.

There’s barely a kilometre of

flat on these rolling roads, and

the final 60km will see the

riders ascend and descend the

Grand Colombier from two

different sides.

Even if that climb isn’t quite 

severe enough to force a

full-blooded fight

among the GC

riders, these kind

of medium

mountain stages

are often among

the most exciting at the Tour. A

whole host of riders will want

to get into the day’s break, and

those that succeed will get

involved in an almighty, ebbing

and flowing battle for the stage 

win.

Favourites
Given the prestige of winning

any stage of the Tour, days like

this — where the break is likely

to succeed and some big

names will seek to get into it -

are often as hard fought and

competitive as a classic. Only

someone with the all-round

talent to climb well, hold their

own on the descents, and with 

the tactical nous to know

when to make the right move

will be able to win. One such

rider is Rui Costa (Lampre-

Merida), who has

made a career out

of outsmarting

opponents, and

already has three

Tour stages to his 

name.

Plan B
Sometimes the downhills can

be just as decisive as the

uphills, and the two descents

of the Grand Colombier (the

first a lengthy 15km, the

second just 6km but flattens

out 8km from the finish) could

spark some tension among the

group of GC favourites. To win

a Grand Tour you have to be

merciless, and if any riders

have already had a weakness

for the downhills exposed,

they may well be targeted and

put under pressure, especially 

if it rains. 

Stage 15 | Sunday July 17

159km | Medium mountain 

stage | 3/5

Bourg-en-
Bresse › Culoz

Stage 14 | Saturday July 16

208km | Flat stage | 1/5

Montelimar  
› Villars-les-
Dombes Parc des 
Oiseaux 
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Like a cruel joke played on the

climbers present in the race,

the organisers take the peloton

to Switzerland only to send

them on what must be the only

flat road to the finish in Bern.

One of the most famous

attractions in Bern is its Bear

Park, meaning that today the

memorable quip once made by

Jens Voigt about

the unpredict-

ability of the

Tour and how

‘all it takes is for

some riders to

get attacked by a bear’ for

everything to change no longer

sounds quite so preposterous.

Marginal gains smarginal gains,

if Alexander Vinokourov and

Oleg Tinkov can get their hands

on a grizzly and set it on Chris

Froome it’ll be game over for 

his Tour.

Favourites
The terrain may not be

mountainous but it is

undulating, meaning a bunch

sprint isn’t guaranteed - or at

least not one with all the pure

sprinters still in contention.

John Degenkolb (Giant-Alpecin)

is exactly the kind of tough

sprinter who could cope with 

both the stage’s length and its

climbs and still have enough

left in the

tank to win a

bunch sprint,

and may have

earmarked

today as a

potential first ever Tour de 

France stage win. 

Plan B
The romantic in us can see

Fabian Cancellara (Trek-Sega-

fredo), who was born in a

nearby suburb of Bern, putting

in one of those late solo

attacks out of the bunch a few

kilometres from the finish to

win a fairy-tale stage on his

last ever Tour.

To first break out of and

then successfully hold off a fly-

ing peloton hungry for a sprint 

finish is one of the most

difficult ploys in cycling.

But if anyone can it’s Fabian 

Cancellara.  

The riders had best make the

most of their rest day in Bern,

as what follows are four

consecutive days in the Alps.

First up is this stage in

Switzerland which, unlike

yesterday, actually includes

the mountainous terrain the

region has to offer. With 31km

to go they take on the steep

and steady Col de la Forclaz,

then, following a brief 7km

descent, they ascend to the

dam of Lac d’Emosson, which

starts at around 7 per cent

before increasing to something

closer to 9 per cent, finally

maxing out at over 12 per cent 

at the finish.

Favourites
If this Tour follows the same

pattern as 2013 and 2015,

where Chris

Froome (Sky)

dominated early

in the Pyrenees 

and Nairo

Quintana

(Movistar) eventually bounced

back on the last couple of days

in the Alps, today could be the

pivotal moment that the two

intersect, when the former

begins to get weaker and the 

latter stronger. 

In that case, whether

Froome is able to defend his

lead or if Quintana starts

gaining time could decide the

outcome of the 103rd Tour. Not

to forget Alberto Contador

(Tinkoff), who moved into the

overall lead of the Dauphine

with an attack on the Emosson

when that race visited here in 

2014.

Plan B
With the steepest sections at

the very top of the Emosson,

and with even more difficult

stages to follow,

the favourites may

hold back until

very late, as was

the case in the

Dauphine.

But if a rider further down

on GC attacked early on

— even from the Forclaz —

they might be able to build a

big enough gap before the

favourites really start racing,

and hold on for a stage win. 

Stage 17 | Wednesday July

20 | 184km | Mountain

stage | 4/5

Bern › Finhaut 

Emosson

Stage 16 | Monday July 18

206km | Hilly stage | 2/5  

Moirans-en-

Montagne › Bern 

“A bunch sprint
is not

guaranteed”
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|CANTON DU VALAIS

John Degenkolb

“Favourites
may hold  

back”

Swiss summit fi nish 
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As far as time-trials go, this

one’s a little difficult to classify.

With 17km of mostly uphill

roads it’s certainly the most

difficult race against the clock

in terms of climbing to feature

in the Tour since the 2004

stage to Alpe d’Huez. But by

comparison today’s inclusion

of flat and even downhill

terrain means it can’t quite be

labelled an

out-and-out

mountain

time-trial.

The first 4km

are flat, followed

by a very steep couple of

kilometres up the Cote de

Domancy. After a brief plateau

the road rises again for a

gentler 8km rise to the summit

of the Cote des Choseaux,

before the final 2km descent 

to the finish at Megeve.  

Favourites
It’s not enough just to be the

best climber today — the

fluctuating terrain determines

that each rider must pace

themselves carefully in order

not to burn out too quickly or

leave anything out on the road. 

Chris Froome’s time-trial 

expertise and his Sky team’s

meticulous preparation make

this a day he’ll want to benefit

from, but his likely main rivals 

Alberto

Contador

(Tinkoff) and

Nairo Quintana

(Movistar) are

both also

strong and smart enough to

potentially win themselves.  

Plan B
The mountainous route swings

the advantage away from

time-trial specialists to the GC

riders, but the former will have

been able to specifically target

this stage and go into it fresher,

having taken things relatively

easy the past week.

A lot of TT specialists are

skipping the Tour to prepare

for the Olympics, but Jerome

Coppel (IAM Cycling) and

Rohan Dennis (BMC) could post 

competitive times. 

It’s the penultimate day in the

Alps, and time is fast running

out for anyone unhappy with

how their Tour’s gone so far to

salvage something from it.

Expect to see many desperate

attempts to make the

breakaway from riders whose

teams have yet to land a stage

victory, and restless activity

from GC riders hoping to make

the most of the race’s final

summit finish. That climb (Le

Bettex) looms spectacularly

under the shadow of Mont

Blanc, and is notable for its

irregularity and steepness,

with gradients of over 12 per

cent at the bottom that will

immediately punish anyone on 

a bad day.

Favourites
Vincenzo Nibali (Astana) has a

good record in these kind of 

short, final

week mountain

stages, winning

on La Toussuire

and Hautacam

in 2015 and 2014 respectively.

But the plan is for him to work

for teammate Fabio Aru (who

also tends to excel at the

back-end of Grand Tours, with

three of his fi ve stage wins at 

the Giro and Vuelta coming in

the final week).

The 25-year old has been

touted as a potential winner

following his overall victory at

the Vuelta last year, but a stage

win in the mountains as this

would be enough to make for a 

successful Tour debut. 

Plan B
If whichever team holding the

yellow jersey is beginning to

fatigue from the efforts of

defending it, the Montee de

Bisanne (the third of today’s

four climbs) could be the

setting for an ambush.

It’s too far from the finish

(50km) for a solo

attack, but the

40km of flat

roads and gentle

descents that

follow its summit would be

ideal for teams riding in unison

to put substantial time into an

isolated rider, should he for

even a moment fi nd himself 

distanced. 

Stage 19 | Friday July 22

146km | Mountain stage   

4/5

Albertville
› Saint-Gervais-
les-Bains

Stage 18 | Thursday July 21

17km | Individual time-trial

stage | 5/5

Sallanches  
› Megeve 
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“Most difficult
race against

the clock”

Chris Froome

“Time is
running out”

Showdown on Mont Blanc
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If the Tour is still alive after the

three weeks, 19 stages and 24

major climbs that have already

been completed, this could be

an absolute classic. Lasting,

like yesterday, just 146km, it’s

another of those short

mountain stages celebrated

for the attacking, action-

packed racing they provoke.

And the close proximity

between all the climbs mean

that any of the Col des Aravis,

Col de la Colombiere, Col de la

Ramaz or Col de

Joux Plane could

potentially ignite

the final bout

between the GC

contenders. The latter is the

toughest of the day at 11.6km

and averaging 8.5 per cent, and

is followed by a steep plunge

downwards to the finish in the 

market town of Morzine. 

Favourites
Nairo Quintana (Movistar) has

made stage 20 of the Tour

something of a specialty,

winning the stage to Mont

Semnoz in 2013 and finishing

second last year while putting 

over a minute into Chris

Froome (Sky).

He’ll be favourite if the race

comes back together on the

final climb, but there’s a good

chance the break (which will 

likely include King of the

Mountains contenders settling

that competition) could

survive to the finish. Whatever

happens, let’s just hope that

whoever wins

isn’t as tanked up

on drugs as

Floyd Landis was

in 2006, the

banished victor the last time

the Tour climbed the Joux

Plane and finished in Morzine.  

Plan B
If you’ll allow us to irresponsi-

bly raise expectations for what

this stage might have in store,

we’d say there’s a chance that a

big name could attack from

kilometre 0 and set up a whole

day of sensational racing.

That’s what happened in 2011

when Alberto Contador made

a wild, last ditch and ultimately 

doomed attempt to win

yellow, and the resilient

Spaniard might have some-

thing similar up his sleeve if

he’s got ground to make up. 

You all know the drill — the

maillot jaune will insist in

pre-race interviews that the

Tour ‘isn’t over until we get to

Paris’ but will be seen merrily

sipping champagne anyway, a

few hapless attacks will be

made, and everything will all

come together for a mass

sprint on the revered Champs

Elysees for a finish so

esteemed it’s known as ‘the

sprinters’ world champion-

ships’ (a nickname somewhat

confusing this year seeing as

Qatar 2016 has a flat parcours

tailor made for the fastmen).

It’s such a familiar and fittingly

classy way to finish the world’s

biggest bike race that we have

no qualms about bringing out 

that most overused of

adjectives: ‘iconic’. 

Favourites
In each of the past seven Tours,

the sprinter who has won the

most stages has

also triumphed

on the Champs

Elysees, so

expect whichever of Marcel

Kittel (Etixx-QuickStep) and

Andre Greipel (Lotto-Soudal),

or possibly even Mark

Cavendish (Dimension Data)

who has dominated the sprints 

to clean up again today. There

could also be a scrap for the

green jersey, although Peter

Sagan (Tinkoff) will probably

have long had that competition 

sewn up.

Plan B
It’s been 11 years since a break

managed to overcome the

bunch at the Champs Elysees

stage, and that took a rider as 

notorious as Alexander

Vinokourov to pull off.

Nonetheless, the final stage of 

last year’s Giro, when Iljo

Keisse (Etixx-QuickStep)

defeated Luke Durbridge

(Orica-

GreenEdge) in a

two-man sprint

after the pair had

broken clear and somehow

held off the speeding peloton, 

proved it’s still possible to

upset the sprinters on the

processional final stage of a 

Grand Tour. 

Stage 21 | Sunday July 24

113km | Flat stage | 1/5

Chantilly › Paris

Stage 20 | Saturday July 23

146km | Mountain stage | 5/5

Megeve › Morzine
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Last chance for GC hopes

Andre Greipel

“A steep plunge
to the finish”

“Classy way
to finish” 
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Canyon//SRAM 
Ultimate CF 
SLX Team 
Colourful version of Canyon’s super-light road machine equipped 

with the latest SRAM Red eTap wireless electronic groupset
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CLEAN MACHINE: 

No wires on eTap drivetrain 
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hen the Canyon//SRAM women’s World Tour

team unveiled its bike for the 2016 season we

all knew that it would be something special,

and something a bit different. You can’t have a team

whose title sponsors are a bike manufacturer and a

component manufacturer without them turning heads.

The professional race scene acts a shop window to

the world, and second best will not do — particularly 

when race wins are also at stake.

The revised Ultimate CF SLX frameset from Canyon 

is a race-ready carbon fibre offering that’s a true

lightweight. Finished in the distinctive Canyon//SRAM

colours that also feature on the squad’s Rapha kit, the 

bike is a striking alternative to the all-black or

one-colour models that currently seem to be the vogue.

But what really steals the show is the groupset.

SRAM’s Red eTap system is the first commercially

available 11-speed wireless shifting system and it’s

brimming with cutting-edge and unique features.

The Ultimate has already been used by Tiffany

Cromwell, Lisa Brennauer, Trixi Worrack, British rider

Hannah Barnes and their Canyon//SRAM team-mates

for the 2016 season. The squad didn’t waste any time in 

getting a significant win on the bike either, with

Worrack coming away with overall honours at the 

Ladies Tour of Qatar in February.

Frameset

German-based Canyon set out to make the Ultimate

live up to its name, moving as close to the holy grail of

road bikes as possible. That is: design a machine that is

stiff yet light. The 2016 version of the Ultimate has lost a 

bit of weight over the previous model and there are

design revisions to improve aerodynamics. Canyon

claims that the Ultimate’s frame weighs in at 780g,

which makes it very competitive at the top end of the 

road bike market.

It’s a good-looking machine, too, particularly in the 

Canyon//SRAM paintjob, which has a matte black

background and splashes of magenta red, blue and

purple. There are none of the jarring angles and

protuberances found on the current crop of aero road

machines. The clean, uncluttered looks are enhanced

by the wireless shift units, so the only wiry bits poking 

out are the short runs of brake cable.

Components

This bike is all about the SRAM Red eTap wireless

drivetrain. The American company’s first foray into

electronic shifting has caused quite a stir among both 

the buying public and rival manufacturers.

As any modern WiFi, Sonos equipped home will

prove, wires are old school. Why go electronic if you’re 

going to spoil it by distinctly 20th century bits of

plastic-covered metal strands? The Red eTap system

has all of the functionality of other electronic systems: 

fast and smooth shifts, and easy set-up.

Despite the extra batteries, eTap’s weight is slightly 

“eTap is the first 11-speed
wireless shifting system”

SRAM first to market

lighter than both Shimano Dura-Ace Di2 and Campag-

nolo EPS. (There’s much more to say about eTap, so 

we’ve dedicated a separate box on it.)

Canyon’s H36 Aerocockpit replaces the traditional

stem and handlebar, and adds some aero savvy to the

front end. Note that there is also black bar tape fitted,

the most sensible colour choice to rest your hands on.

Canyon’s S13 VCLS carbon-fibre seatpost is more

than just a saddle support. It has been designed to

provide a modicum of flex to improve overall comfort

for the rider. The post is topped-off with a Selle Italia 

Max SLR saddle.

One aspect of the component package that is

perhaps still traditional are the brakes. Naturally, 

RIGHT: Gears

are lighter than

e-powered

competition

BELOW: Rear

derailleur

powered by

integral battery



SPECIFICATION

Frameset Canyon Ultimate CF SLX

Fork Canyon One One Four SLX

Gears SRAM Red eTap

Brakes SRAM Red

Chainset SRAM Red 22 53/39t

Wheels Zipp 404 Firecrest

Tyres Continental Competition Pro Ltd 25mm

Handlebar Canyon H36 Aerocockpit CF

Stem Canyon H36 Aerocockpit CF

Saddle Selle Italia Max SLR

Seatpost Canyon S13 VCLS CF

Size range XXS, XS, S, M

Weight 6.8kg/14.99lbs

www.canyon.com
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there are no electronics here, and no hydraulic discs

either. Cable-actuated SRAM Red calipers are fitted,

which are the same models that appear in the mechan-

ical version of the SRAM Red groupset.

Wheels
There are no compromises on the wheelset. The

Canyon//SRAM team have a selection of Zipp wheels in 

their armoury and this one was equipped with

58mm-section Zipp 404 Firecrests. Like the bar/stem

combo, the 404’s add better aerodynamics than more

skinny-rimmed offerings. All-important for getting in 

the break — or for chasing it down.

Rubber is also an important choice for any pro rider,

and the bike is shod with tried-and-tested Continental 

Competition tubulars in 25mm width.

It really does appear as though the Canyon//SRAM

team has the ‘ultimate’ bike at its disposal: fast, light, 

comfortable and fantastic looking.

The exact eTap-equipped model used by the

Canyon//SRAM team is not currently available to buy,

but a Red 22 mechanical version limited to just 150 

bikes is offered for £4,999.

SRAM Red eTap
SRAM Corporation’s first foray into

bicycle gears came with the GripShift

system introduced in 1988. GripShift

used a twist shifter to change gears,

unlike the cumbersome levers at the

time. Although originally for road bikes,

the mountain bike version is perhaps 

what really set the company off.

Moving into the mid-90s, the

American company started making

derailleurs and steadily over the years

other parts of the complete groupset have

been added, both through new SRAM

products and the acquisition of Truvativ,

Sachs and Zipp, among others.

However, it wasn’t until the introduc-

tion of the Force road groupset in 2006

that SRAM started to establish itself as a

serious player in the road market, once

dominated by Shimano and Campagnolo.

The subsequent introduction of SRAM’s

Apex, Rival and range-topping Red

component groups have helped the

company have a presence at all levels of 

the market.

As Shimano and Campagnolo

introduced their electronic shift systems,

it looked like SRAM was lagging behind,

right until the company unveiled its

wireless eTap system. This took a few

people by surprise, not least because the

prototype components spotted during

the 2014 Tour of California had fake wires

installed to hide what SRAM were really 

up to. We were all fooled.

In 2015, French World Tour team

AG2R used a more advanced version of

eTap with the dummy cables removed, 

and the Red eTap group emerged

properly in 2016.

Having no cables is a bonus for the

rider (and/or mechanic) as it’s easy to

install or replace parts. However, that

also presented a problem as no cables

mean no distribution of power. Each part

has its own battery – each derailleur and 

gear shifter, four in all.

The two derailleur batteries are

rechargeable and last for around 60

hours riding, whereas the shifters use

standard CR2032 button batteries, which

last up to two years. LED lights indicate

how much charge is in each component.

The parts communicate with each 

other via a proprietary wireless system

called Airea. This is designed to make

each bike unique (no ghost shifts from

someone riding next to you), and it’s also

encrypted so it can’t be hacked (no

unscrupulous sports director from a rival

team changing your gears as they follow 

in a team car).

Ever since its original GripShift

system, SRAM has never been one to

simply copy how the opposition changes

gear. Up until eTap, SRAM road groupsets

used a system called ‘Double Tap’, which

used one lever to actuate both up or

down shifts depending on how much you

pressed it in.

The eTap uses a different system

altogether, where the right shift lever

changes to a higher gear on the cassette

and the left to a lower gear. Press both

levers at the same time and it activates

the front derailleur. As there are two

chainrings, this simply switches from

one to the other ad infinitum. Purists

baulking at all this technology will

appreciate that the brake levers are used

just for the brakes.

Game changers

“Each part has its
own battery, four in all”

Self-powered components

RED: Levers are

very attractive
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Tour de France 1996: Yellow jersey and eventual 

overall winner Bjarne Riis chats to King of the 

Mountains and third overall Richard Virenque in the 

Tour which ended Miguel Indurain’s run of five 

consecutive victories. Both Riis and Virenque were 

later sanctioned for doping offences, with the 

infamous Festina Affair in 1998 marking the start of 

an era blighted by doping

Photo Yuzuru Sunada
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Rap Sheet
Q Allegedly ‘stuffed himself full of drugs’ so he would 

cop a ban and could retire

Q Born a Crimean Tatar and forcibly deported during 

Soviet rule, Abdou was for a long time, the only 

muslim in the peloton

Q Cipollini once said of Abdou, following a messy

sprint finish of the 1992 Gent-Wevelgem, “If I find him 

in the showers, I’ll tear him to pieces”

Q One of the few sprinters to win a mountain stage,

taking stage 14 of the 1997 Tour de France, and saying

afterwards “My team is not strong enough to prepare 

sprints for me, so I have to look for other ways”

PUNK RATING 5/5

Djamolidine

D jamolidine Abdoujaparov is one of

only two cyclists to have a band

named after them (the other being

Scottish indie band The Delgados,

named after multiple Grand Tour 

winner Pedro Delgado).

‘Abdoujaparov’, the sideline of Les

‘Fruitbat’ Carter of Carter USM fame, are 

punk rock — far more suited to the

muscular frame and intense stare of the

five times points classification winner.

Abdou, as he is known, is also one of

the few cyclists to be namechecked in

Freya North’s cycling bonk-fest novel 

Cat. Granted, it’s the name of her

goldfish, but it just goes to show how the

Tashkent Terror’s notoriety spread

beyond the peloton in the 1990s. 

Stop this man!
Apparently known as ‘Abdou-Push-Em-

Off’ behind his back, his kamikaze

sprinting style remains etched in the

psyche of all fans of the sport — and is 

probably still talked about with

therapists of his peers. Infamously

erratic and unpredictable on the bike,

he won two stages of the 1991 Tour de

France, the second of which led to an 

altercation with Johan Museeuw

following a particularly dangerous

sprint which saw the Belgian forced into

the barriers. A post-race indifferent

shrug from Abdou prompted Museeuw 

to comment that he needed to be

stopped, or something would happen.

And something did happen. On the 

last stage of the 1991 Tour, during the

final sprint on the Champs Elysees, the

bunch knew to give Abdou plenty of

elbow room, but even that wasn’t

enough. It was like the man from

Uzbekistan couldn’t maintain power

and concentration, and he managed to

take himself (and two other riders) out

in the final few meters — slamming into

the barriers on the finishing straight. 

With the green jersey firmly

secured by points, it took 20 minutes to

get Abdou back on to his bike and across

the finish line to avoid disqualification.

Surprisingly private for such an 

aggressive force on the bike,

Djamolidine Abdoujaparov was

unheard of between his retirement in

1997 and his subsequent advisory role at 

Team Astana in 2011, a period he

apparently spent helping out the

Uzbekistan juniors, and keeping 

pigeons.

Now that’s punk rock, er, isn’t it?

WordsHolly Blades Photo Yuzuru Sunada

The Tashkent Terror wreaked havoc in 1990s sprints 

and in retirement continued his love of flying

(previously over the barriers) by keeping pigeons
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